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Even trolls feared the names of Curly, Grunt and Bruce.
Curly dacked Jack Horner. Grunt wedgied Mother Goose.
Bruce mailed Pinocchio termites (the gift with bite!),
Then stole a snack and set Gepetto’s jocks alight.
Curly itchy-flaked Snow White ’til her dwarves blubbered.
Grunt hung skeletons in Mother Hubbard’s cupboard.
Yet Bruce beat them all, leading three blind mice to Cats!
How Fairyland suffered from those twisty-tailed brats!!

A cheeky picture book for all the family with
more twists than a brown snake’s S-bend!
By Erasmus author DC GREEN.
Brilliant artwork by HR HOGWASH.
Check out www.barrelbooks.com
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The ‘Oi, this is Another Ad!’ Page

Oztrailer has become a nation of brain-eating
zombies! George Boof wants to bomb the entire
country back to the Stone Age!!
The world’s only hope? A team of loser teens
with gross mutant powers like wall-melting farts,
acid vomit and super-glue zit-pus –

Stinky Squad!!!
‘Fantastic… a very exciting read for kids and a very, very
funny book.’ – HG Nelson, This Sporting Life.
‘This is truly truly truly truly great! – Storytime Tapestry.
‘The novel equivalent of a manga comic... fast and
furious and VERY funny.’
– Sandy Fussell, The Reading Stack.
‘Never have bodily fluids been described with such
gusto! Harry Potter meets Shaun of the Dead.’
– Waves magazine.
‘A fart-fest with a surprisingly warm heart. Stench is an
INSPIRED character.’ – Sally Odgers, children’s author.
‘A slimy, festering send-up of the modern world. Great
fun, and perfect for kids.’ – Tracks magazine.
‘A great book, full of belly laughs, colourful characters
and snappy dialogue. Highly entertaining with an
important message and a lot of heart.’
– Persnickety Snark, YA Literature Reviews.
‘Stinky Squad is the best Australian children’s book.
Ever.’ – Stab magazine.
The ‘And this is just More of the Same Stinky Ad!’ Page
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Erasmus James and the SECOND Title Page. Get on with it!

Chapter 1

My Dad’s Weird
(Unlike Me)

T

hree! I was just three mouse clicks away from
hacking into Bayfield High’s computer system
when…
BOOM!
My bedroom rocked. What was that? Earthquake?
World War Three?
A shock wave (or maybe just shock) toppled me
from my computer chair. I almost landed on Fang,
my dad’s deaf ferret. Fang hissed and spat.
I smelt smoke.
‘Nnnnno!’ I cried. ‘Dad’s blown himself up! Again!’
I rushed to his rescue. Almost. While my
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earphones were connected to my stereo, my left foot
snagged in the jumble of power cables under my desk.
Fang took out my other leg with a biting crash tackle.
I tumbled through my door into the hall, bringing
down my chair, stereo and something that made a
nasty, tinkling crash.
I peered up. A smoke cloud rolled along the zigzag
hall, shrouding a shadowy figure. Out waddled… a
Frankenstein possum.
‘Ack,’ he coughed, scratching his stitches.
More movement behind. Out lurched… my dad!
Splattered with globs of fire-extinguisher foam, his
eyebrows smoking, but alive!
Grrrrr! Why did Dad worry me so much? Causing
worry was supposed to be my job!
I let rip a Vietnamese rice burp. ‘Brarp!’
But my dad didn’t notice, not even when I kicked
my guilty door shut. He just swayed and smoked in
the hall like a black dog on a hot tin roof, eyes bugwide open, beard half-shaved, the hair on his head
part gone, part pointing in every direction (looking
for the missing crop circle perhaps). Luckily, when
he gets semi-blown up like this, my dad wouldn’t
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notice if I’d rented my room to a homeless family (I
hadn’t, but there’s a future money-making idea…).
I should point out my old man normally has just a
few kangaroos missing from his brain paddock, by
which I mean he’s only partly a mad scientist. He’s
really a pass mark single father and the brainy inventor
of inventions like the laser toaster (banned in every
state), the wallaby wheelchair (zero sales) and
chocolate flavoured toothpaste (his bestseller yet).
That’s where I inherited my brains from. (Have I
mentioned I’m brilliant yet?)
Yet unlike me, my dad is also somewhat weird.
Especially at… normal things. For example, he works
strange and too long hours, sometimes wears his shirt
backwards (like now) and, when cooking, has been
known to burn water (which explains why we eat a
lot of Vietnamese take-away) (which I don’t really
mind) (brarp!).
If you think I’m being critical of my dad, well, I
have to be. I’m the Organised One. It’s hard enough
starting high school, topping every science test and
preparing to wrestle with puberty, without worrying
if my dad is going to blow himself up inventing a fart
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magnifier at nine in the evening. He needs to get a
faster car and a social life. (If he married Ms Trang
from the Vietnamese restaurant on the corner, we
could munch discount take-aways daily!)
Even more embarrassing, my dad’s way too softhearted. He always returns from his strolls with yet
another run-down, half-dead dog, cat, bat, galah,
possum, kangaroo or homeless crazy person he’s
scraped off the expressway or retrieved from under
the electrical wires. Healthy animals are gross enough,
let alone splattered or electrocuted ones.
So our house is too pitiful for me to invite any
friends home (don’t believe any other rumour reason
you might hear). The best thing about Dad being such
a softie is I can almost always con my way (especially
if I use goo-goo eyes or guilt him out about my lack
of a mother (but that’s another story (and not really
his fault (Aren’t brackets fun?))))…
VROOM!
I jolted with surprise. Hall fans kicked in, blowing
away the smoke.
‘Erasmus!’ My dad focused on me at last.
‘That’s my name,’ I replied, casually waving away
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my burp fumes. (In case you readers haven’t guessed,
I’m also the hero and teller of this story (a story that
is 95 % true).) ‘What went boom this time?’
‘Who boom?’ My dad flicked his burning ear hair.
‘Oh, that boom! Well, I wanted to celebrate, so I lit a
cigar. Not that I planned to smoke the cigar, of course.
Unfortunately, in my excitement, I failed to notice
the build-up of methane caused by the close proximity
of a certain flatulent camel named Abdul.’
I untangled myself. ‘So camel fart gas caused your
lab to blow up? Cool!’
‘There was a fire, but I’ve used extinguishers many
times–’ My dad paused, staring right at me. ‘How’d
you get that black eye, Erasmus?’
‘Oh… that?’ I fingered my bruised cheek and
shuffled my feet. ‘Ah… cricket ball. Hazard of being
small and hating cricket, I guess.’
‘Hmm…’ Dad raised one smouldering eyebrow.
I changed the subject. ‘Um, you said you were
celebrating something?’
‘Yes!’ My dad jolted back to his joyful state. ‘I’ve
finally finished it! The Nobel Prize will be ours!’
‘I’m happy for you, Dad.’ I yawned. ‘But I’m busy,
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um… e-mailing my stockbroker in Singapore.’
‘Your fiendish schemes can wait, Raz. You simply
must see my latest invention!’ With a smile almost off
his dial, my dad ignored my frown. He picked up my
roller chair, indicating I should sit. I grumbled, and
sat. ‘Let’s roll!’ he laughed, scaring the one-eyed cat
lurking outside the toilet.
I sighed and figured I’d better play along. After
all, my dad did pay my pocket money, and he was
pushing me along the zigzag hall at speed, and I did
love speed. Besides, I didn’t want him to check my
room too closely. And he seemed so excited, even I
was getting interested.
‘Eeeeh!’ My dad imitated a car braking as he
skidded my chair to a halt. A bandaged puppy slid by,
her three legs skittering. We were outside the secret
door, beyond which a solar-powered escalator led to
my dad’s even more secret lab in the basement.
Normally, I wasn’t allowed down there (though I had
snuck in before (roughly 367 times)).
‘Are you ready, Raz?’ My dad grinned. ‘Ready to
see the most amazing invention in the history of
inventions?’
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I humoured him, and nodded. A willy wagtail with
a bandaged wing plonked in my lap. ‘Stupid bird. Poop
somewhere else.’ I stood. ‘Let’s go, Crazy Dad.’
‘Look out,’ he warned.
I ducked. A ferret in a mini hang-glider cursed
past my ear. Crazy Dad grinned harder and reached
towards his secret door...

Chapter 2

The Zapp
Principle

M

y dad’s lab was a horrible mess! But then, it
always looked like that. Today it was a lightly
charred mess, covered with extinguisher gloop. Abdul
the camel seemed happy enough though, despite his
smoking bum fur.
Also surviving the fartplosion was my father’s
newest invention, all glowing lights and shiny metal
buttons. Dad’s chest puffed.
‘This is my second most precious child,’ he
announced, as if to a great crowd. ‘It’s the world’s
first inter-dimensional instant transporter! I call it a
galactic zapp machine. When tapped into, the Zapp
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Principle requires remarkably little power to operate:
just a couple of AA batteries.’ My dad paused.
I clapped once.
‘Ahem,’ he continued. ‘Simply by standing in front
of the zapp machine and pulling this lever,’ my dad
reached for a shiny silver lever, ‘which I won’t pull
now, because I’m not actually crazy–’
‘Pretend you are.’ My fingers drummed.
Dad clapped. ‘Ah, if I was, and if I did, I would be
instantly transported across the universe, maybe to
an advanced alien civilization!’
‘Whoa!’ Suddenly, I was more than a bit interested.
‘Let’s fire up this sucker and take a zapp around the
solar system!’
My dad’s mouth went round, like it was ready to
catch donuts. ‘Good gravy, Raz, we couldn’t do that!
First, we’d need to take this portable zapp machine.’
Dad pointed to a smaller machine on the shelf.
‘Otherwise we could never return to Earth! Even so,
we mustn’t go! For what if we were transported to a
world where the air was so acidic it ate off our skin in
seconds and dissolved our bones in minutes? Or if
we stepped into a black hole and were crushed to
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microscopic size like space garbage? No Raz, only an
expert astronaut could possibly test my zapp machine!’
I was majorly bummed. ‘I’m majorly bummed.
What good is this invention if we can’t play with it?
Why don’t you invent a transporter for use here on
Earth? So we can instantly zapp to Hanoi for discount
Vietnamese take-away? Now that would be cool.’
‘Raz, I’m hoping I can sell my zapp machine to
NASA or the Chinese. We may soon be rich! Then
we can do what we’ve always dreamed: buy a farm
with lots of chickens and horses!’
‘Gross, Dad.’ I snorted. ‘That might be your dream,
but it’s my nightmare! Farms are miles from anywhere
vaguely cool and usually smell like… farms. And
horses’ bottoms! I’ve been to one, remember?
Chickens are only cool when they’re chopped up in a
Vietnamese omelette. Hai, die chooky!’ I karate chopped
air. ‘And horses… HORSES–’ I spluttered for words.
‘Horses haven’t been cool since the Middle Ages, since
cars were invented. Animals generally stink, are ugly,
have fleas and horrible needs. But horses are the
stinkiest, butt-ugliest, most flea-riddled, horribly needy
animals of all! Well, they’re the second most anyway.’
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I shuddered. I couldn’t even name the worst animal.
‘Still, being rich would be cool. As long as we’re talking
billions.’
‘We can always dream, Erasmus.’ My dad looked a
bit stunned at my outburst. ‘Anyway, back to your
homework. Bed no later than ten. Brush every tooth
first. I have to run a few final tests. And Raz?’
‘What?’
‘Make sure you stay away from this galactic zapp
machine.’ My dad tried to look all serious. What a
joke. ‘Okay, Erasmus? Okay?’
‘Okay, Dad,’ I lied.
Hey, it was just a white lie. A lie to stop my dad
from worrying. For I knew better than to care about
his dramatic warnings. He clearly needed my help.
Soon I would be the first person in history to ride
that galactic zapper. The first to visit another world!
Soon I would fly faster than any boy before!! I would
win a Nobble Prize too, maybe even before my dad!!!
Me, Erasmus Einstein James!!!!
My dad leant forward to hug me. I leant back. ‘Dad,
I’m almost 12 and you’re pushing 40.’
‘I’m still 38,’ he muttered.
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‘Isn’t it time you outgrew this childish need of
yours for hugs? Mum’s gone. Get over it.’
‘I…’
‘Hug the damaged animals,’ I advised.
‘I do,’ said my sad dad. ‘Every day. It’s good
therapy.’
Yeah, right. Poor Pops. ‘G’night, Dad.’
I adopted one of my dad’s injured animals once.
Won’t make that mistake again. Captain Chook was a
real fighter, and kind of cute, apart from his hideous
internal injuries. I set that rooster’s sick bed right next
to mine and provided round the clock snacks and
tweet-ment. Every hour Chooky lived, I grew more
confident he would survive.
On day three, I rushed home from school. Captain
Chook’s eyes were shut, but I could tell he breathed.
I reached out to pat his chest feathers. Chooky’s eyes
flew open. He pecked my hand! Hard!! Blood dribbled.
Then… he died! It was as if Chooky was just waiting
to pass on his bleak message before he karked. A war
raged between the animal world (e.g. my chook) and
human inventions (e.g. the truck that squished my
chook). After half a pack of tissues, I resolved to be
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on the winning side from that day on. My dad’s soft
side only lead to heartbreak, and a stinky room.
Free of such worries, I packed my backpack with
some handy off-world survival articles:
* a warm jumper, in case space gets as cold as it
looks;
* space snack food, including two leftover
containers of Vietnamese rice;
* a LameBoy game and my Mypod music player;
* my Bratty bear (I’ve outgrown bears, but this is
a koala and could have educational benefits for aliens);
* a pair of boardshorts, a novelty hat and party
shirt (in case any cuties invite me to a space disco);
* sunscreen, in case I zapped too near the sun (my
dad would be pleased);
* Comb? Yeah. Toothbrush? Nah. Chocolate
toothpaste? Why not. Chocolate bars? For sure.
* Hmmm. Something to trade might come in
handy. So I printed a few dozen schematics (invention
plans) and sealed them watertight. Maybe I could trade
the plans to build a microwave oven for an alien deathray off Jar Jar Stinks?
* I packed then unpacked my mobile phone,
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figuring Uranus would probably be a few million
kilometres out of roaming range.
I paused. What if I really did zapp somewhere gross
or deadly? Would sunscreen save my bum in a black
hole? I scoffed. With the portable zapp machine, I
could transport straight back to my dad’s lab!
Everything would be cool, as long as I didn’t freak.
And I never did that.
But first, I had to wait until my dad ran out of
inventing steam. Around midnight, he staggered along
the hall to his bedroom. I heard a whump as he
collapsed onto his bed, followed by a series of plops
as the road-kill animals hopped onto his bed too. I
tiptoed down the hall and peered into Dad’s room.
Still fully dressed, and covered in bandaged minibeasts, he was snoring already. I pulled his door shut
(that way, he’d be kept busy a little longer when he
awoke (cleaning their multiple poopsicles (especially
Abdul’s))) and snuck towards the secret door.
With luck, I’d be back in time for breakfast, my
backpack bloated with booty.

Chapter 3

The Wrong End
of the Beast

W

ahoo!
Pulling that silver lever felt like being sucked
into God’s cosmic vacuum cleaner. What a brain buzz!
I spun through a sea of pulsing rainbow colour, past
dimly remembered swirls of memory, right through
the raw ingredients of the universe itself (or
something else quite large). Just when I realised I could
breathe without dying on my first flight with Zapp
Airlines, the in-flight show as quickly ended.
I hovered, blue sky all around.
I dropped.
Uh oh.
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Before I could emit a startled burp, I landed on
something big, soft and furry. And alive! Whatever it
was whoofed out a grunt of surprise.
I cursed. I hadn’t flown across the universe at all!
I’d just landed on some stupid farmer’s stupid horse!
The nag charged down a field, gaining speed. I
hung onto the only thing I could hang onto: the beast’s
gross, black-haired tail. Yes, that’s right, I was facing
backwards, and worse, I was RIDING backwards!
I turned. A colourful fence loomed. Did the bigbutted brute plan to jump? If only horses had an ‘Off ’
button. But since they don’t, and for lack of a better
idea, I shrieked:
‘STOPPP!!’
Right before the jump, the horrid horse pulled up.
Unfortunately, I did not. Because of the dumb law
of momentum, I flew backwards off Horsebum
(good riddance). Soaring over the fence, I angled down
on the far side (according to the dumber law of
gravity).
SPLOSH! I crash-landed bum-first in a pond.
‘Gross!’ I cried as foul water soaked my clothes.
‘Ow!’ I groaned, sliding across the slimy bottom.
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‘Oops,’ I moaned when I finally stopped and
peered over my shoulder at the wet and fizzing zapped
machine. I grumbled. I hadn’t even been here 30
seconds and I was already bruised, slimed, in serious
trouble with my dad and a lonnng way from that Noble
Prize.
Lush pastures and horse jumps surrounded me, a
postcard-perfect rural scene. I hated postcard-perfect
scenes, let alone rural (i.e. farmy) ones. Behind me,
much more interesting, a castle hogged the skyline. It
glistened with gold, like something out of a fairy tale
freshly burst to life…
Movement caught my good eye. Oh. It was just
Horsehead the Braindead, standing beside my pond
as if checking out my wet and humiliating situation.
As if. The beast almost seemed to be… smirking.
‘You horse-brained horse!’ I punched water. ‘Ow.
Why did you stop?’
‘Well,’ the thing whinnied, ‘you asked me to stop!’
‘I… you…’ I spluttered. ‘Spoke… just…’
‘My name is Franklin.’ The horror reached out a
hairy tent-pole leg. ‘I’m sorry I ran, and sorrier you
fell. But you startled me when you landed on my back.
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I do hope your fall didn’t cause that black eye.’
‘I startled YOU? And yeah, um… you did cause
my black eye, you bully!’ I pushed aside his hoofsmelling hoof and stood on my own. This made no
sense. ‘How can you speak Australian?’
The horse’s ugly mug twisted into a grimace
(possibly meant to be a smile). ‘How can you speak
Uponian?’
‘I didn’t know I did.’ I rubbed my chin. ‘What are
you really? Two midgets in a horse suit?? An android???
A late April Fool’s hologram???? There must be a tape
recorder stuck down your throat!’
I grabbed the fake nag by its fake head and
wrenched open its big fake gob. Ignoring the drool
dribbling down my fingers, I peered into its dark,
stinky throat, but all I could see were lots of huge,
squared-off teeth and a few stray lumps of… pumpkin
pie? Yuck, sure stank of pumpkin! I stepped back
and glared suspiciously at this freak Franklin. He had
a mean face, like one of Uncle Bob’s crazy horses. I
didn’t like his black hair either, or the too-cute white
diamond on his chest. Only a fool would trust this…
Franklinstein.
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‘Talking horses just aren’t natural. Waitaminute!’ I
suddenly beamed. ‘If you’re really a sentenceconstructing horse, that must mean…’ My head
whirred. ‘Where am I? Is this still Australia?? Still
Planet Earth???’
‘Arse-trailer?’ The stallion snorted. ‘Earth? What
odd names. This is Uponia, the Planet of Ponies and
People, pronounced “You-Pony-Aaah.” Surely you
must know th–’
‘Yesss!’ I cried and punched the air. ‘I’ve done it!
I’ve zapped space! Hello No-bell!’ I would’ve danced
a lot more, but I felt a bit embarrassed splashing
around in a pond with a stupid horse gawking on. I
had to remember my mission.
In my most sensible, Organised voice, I said, ‘I’m
Erasmus. Who’s in charge on this planet? (Please,
please be a human.)’
Hagar-head horse nodded. ‘The ruler in charge
of this planet is indeed a human. He is the king who
owns this equestrian arena, my lord and master. For I
am Franklin, the King’s Prime E–’
‘Yeah, yeah, I get you. Now get me. TAKE. ME.
TO. YOUR. LEADER!’
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‘You wish to meet King Reginald?’
‘Do I have to ask 99 times? Look, I’m an important
ambassador. I’m on a mission, and time is money. So
shake those groove hooves!’
‘Climb onto my back,’ laughed Franklin. ‘We shall
ride to the king!’
‘I’d rather walk. I know your type, Fur Face. Just
go announce my arrival. Remember to say what a
mega day this is for your backwater world!’

Chapter 4

Doing the
Royal haggle

W

hoa! Light flickered from hundreds of bulbs
held in the beaks of mutated chickens!
Acting like that was perfectly normal, I squinted
around. The king’s throne room was beyond big. It
could host a Tyrannosaurus Rex footy tournament
(assuming you could teach those lovable dinosaurs to
pass the ball). An honour guard of horses fanned out
from the king’s throne, which rose on a stepped
podium, as if the king was on sale.
All eyes were on me as I strolled across the mosaic
floor, and there were some pretty weird eyes present.
I was glad Franklin insisted I dry off first. I took that
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opportunity to change into my party shirt with the
barbecued cats design, so everyone would take me
seriously.
The fancily dressed humans surrounding the king’s
podium parted as I approached. Whoa! The king’s
throne was made of several interwoven people,
dressed in cloth of dazzling gold! This king clearly
had an ego problem, but who could blame him? I’m
sure a Dizzney princess would think him quite
handsome, with his wavy hair jutting from beneath
his jewel-packed crown (unlike my mad dad).
I grinned inside. Here was someone I could deal
with. Someone rich. And not a horse.
I spoke in my boldest voice. ‘You seem like a ruler
with a taste for funky chairs!’
‘Indeed,’ the king boomed. ‘I am King Reginald
the 77th, Ruler of Uponia from the foothills of the
Bloodhorse Mountains to the farthest beach in
Seahorsia, Conqueror of the Trots Flats and several
bits of the eastern territories, heir of the late lamented
Reginald the 76th and Monarch of Just About
Everything.’
‘G’day,’ I replied. ‘I am Erasmus E. James the First,
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uh… Ambassador of the Planet Earth, erh… Ruler
of my bedroom from the door knob to the farthest
cupboard, um… Conqueror of 76 computer games,
Emperor of science projects, all-round child genius,
heir of the dog and, ah… I’m a prince too. Really.
And I have come to haggle business.’
‘Fabulous!’ King Reginald laughed. ‘You speak
boldly, young ambassador. I am not used to such
language from my own subjects, which confirms you
may indeed be from another planet. Yet what is this
business of which you speak?’
‘Trade.’ I smiled. ‘The machine I must use to return
to my planet has been damaged. I need it repaired.’
From my backpack, I removed my portable galactic
zapp machine. It dribbled brown water onto the
golden tiles and spat a few sparks.
‘Hmm.’ The king clapped. A magpie-faced man
in a blue cloak skulked from behind the throne. ‘This
is Lord Whizman, head of my Inventions
Department. He can repair your trinket, I am certain.’
Whizman snaked forward. His bony fingers
probed my dad’s machine. ‘This is surprisingly
advanced,’ he muttered. ‘And wet. The whole… thing
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will need to be taken apart and dried before we can
even find the problem. Could take weeks of valuable
time. Expensive job. Very expensive.’
‘Expensive,’ the king repeated. ‘And what have you
to offer in return, Ambassador Prince Erasmus?’
‘Inventions!’ I replied. ‘You see, I’m an inventor
too! I have plans for many useful things.’ I pulled out
the schematics from my waterproof folder. ‘How
about a microwave oven?’
King Reginald shook his head. ‘Uponia is an
advanced world. I doubt you could have any
inventions we might need.’
‘Yeah, right,’ I scoffed and looked around at the
chook raffle refugee lighting system and the retro
horsy fashions. ‘You probably haven’t even discovered
broadband yet!’
‘Eh?’
I tried a different sales pitch. ‘What about a solarpowered umbrella? Or a wallaby wheelchair?? Every
kingdom needs one of those. Or, um… a solid plastic
container of genuine Vietnamese food???’
To my every brilliant idea, the king shook his
crown. I guess to him my inventions were just dumb
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words he’d never heard of (like floofyxzwackyqwok
might sound to us Earthlings).
The king’s lackeys muttered. I needed to actually
demonstrate something…
‘Try this!’ I jogged up the podium and handed the
king my LameBoy. ‘My favourite is this game: Drag
Drag Freak Racer. It has an excellent selection of
super souped-up cars driven by some zany but stylish
transvestites.’
The king raised one eyebrow. ‘What are these…
cars… of which you speak?’
‘Check out the game.’ I pointed to the LameBoy
in his hands. ‘It won’t bite. Yeah, that’s it. Press the Y
button with your thumb. Now select your drag racer
and ball gown using the Z button with your other
thumb. Yeah, you’re on it. Nice matching combo. Now
you’re on the starting line. Don’t forget your seat belt.
Starting flag… Go! Cool, you’re a real drag queen
king racing a freaky drag drag racer! Not too fast into
the corner… Ooh, you took out that granny! Wooh,
you took out those biker police!! Woohoo, you took
out your own car!?! Nice gruesome crash. Warned
you about the seat belt.’
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Breathless, the stenchy stench of too many horses
in one throne room hit me hard (I felt like throne
up). Until I realised… this dumb planet mustn’t even
have cars! I chuckled and pulled out my plans for a
Holdent Model HQ from the year my dad was born.
This was my final chance.
I seized it.
‘I hold here the plans for a car! A REAL car. Just
like this LameBoy game, but no game! On my planet,
everyone owns a car, except the financially challenged.
The reason is simple. Cars are FAST! Many times
faster than the fastest horse. And this invention never
tires. All the best planets have cars. Of course, you’ll
need to master steel, rubber and chrome production,
and build a few factories and discover oil and probably
upgrade your roads, but it’ll all be worthwhile,
especially if you’re into speed and efficiency. How
about it, King Reg? Are you a dull old school horse
hauler, or a cool new school King of Cars?? Have we
a deal???’
Every lackey, horse, mutant chook and Aussie boy
in that throne room held their breath and waited for
the king’s reply.
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‘Throne room to King Reg?’ I asked again. ‘Hello?
There’s too much blue-faced breath-holding going on
out here.’
But the king wasn’t listening. He was concentrating
hard on something else… a certain electronic game
in his lap. I was used to my dad being lost in his work,
so I knew what to do. I stood beside the king and
bellowed, ‘HAVE WE A DEAL?’
That did the trick. Reg almost fell off his throne.
His human armrests sniggered, and as quickly
stopped.
‘What? Oh… yes.’ The king recovered his
composure (and his throne). ‘So be it. I accept your
trade. In exchange for the plans to build a car, you
will be my honoured guest until my inventing team
has repaired… your other gizmo.’
‘Done.’ I handed him the HQ plans.
‘Fabulous.’
‘Excuse me, sire,’ Whizman interrupted, notepad
in hand. ‘But how do you spell “car”?’
‘Dolt!’ sneered Reg. ‘Of course it’s car: K. A. R!’
I opened my mouth to correct him before
deciding, well, what’s the point of being absolute boss
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if you can’t impose a little zany spelling? (And a deal
is a deal is a deal.)
King Reg turned to me. ‘I propose a further trade.’
‘Shoot.’
He held up my LameBoy. ‘This kar racing game
is… somewhat addictive.’
‘Tell me about it.’ I smirked. ‘Just the other day, I
had to fight off four robbers. That’s how I earned
this black eye.’ I coughed. ‘The robbers knew this
game is expensive.’ I winked at Whizman. ‘Very
expensive.’
‘Of that I am certain,’ declared the king. ‘Hmm.
How does this trade sound? I keep the LameBoy with
its… Freak Freak… Race Dragger game, while you
return to your home planet carrying your own body
weight in gold pyramids?’
‘Yeeh…’ I gasped.
‘Double your weight in gold!’ the king boomed.
‘Woo…’ My heart thudded.
‘Quadruple your weight in gold!’ The king rose to
his feet and thundered, ‘My final offer!’
‘Erh… sold!’ I croaked. ‘Sold to the king with an
eye for a bargain! I’ll, um, even throw in these other
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plans.’ Whizman slithered out, scooping up my
schematics pile.
I took a deep breath and gazed around the throne
room. If only I’d brought a video camera to record
this historic moment. Who would ever have dreamed
I’d end up here (wherever here was), the focus of a
whole planet’s attention? That I’d become a brilliant
inventor who really can make a difference, actually
improve a world for the better? Be a hero! A friend
of royalty! Be popular, with a name revered, not
mocked (and bashed), plus make a tidy gold profit to
boot! Was this, like... Reverse Earth?
‘Fabulously fabulous!’ Reginald sat. ‘By the way,
what is your top score?’
‘Five billion,’ I couldn’t help but boast. ‘I’ve clocked
FFDR and mastered every track.’
The king’s face darkened, and as quickly cleared.
‘You have presented both myself and my inventing
team with great challenges this day, Prince Erasmus.
In the meantime, while we attend to your repairs and
organise your gold, perhaps you might like a brief
tour of our fair planet? If you desire, the fastest
transport in the land could take you to see the Great
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Wonder of Uponia via the Trans-Uponian Highway?’
‘Why not?’ I shrugged. ‘Sounds like I’ve some time
to torture.’

Chapter 5

The TransUponian Highway

‘O

rganise transport in the courtyard for Ambassador Erasmus.’ At King Reginald’s order,
servants sprang into action. To Whizman, the king
barked, ‘Have one of your juniors repair the zapp…
whatsie. Right now, or close enough.’
Whizman handed my zapp machine to a junior in
a blue suit. Both vanished into a gloomy passage.
I shrugged. At least I’d be travelling light.
Beneath the chicken bulbs, Reginald’s smile
dazzled. ‘Thank you for your visit, Prince Erasmus.
A guard will escort you to the courtyard. I have royal
matters to attend.’
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My head still reeling, I played cool. ‘Uh, cool.
Attend away. Any dragons you want me to slay while
I’m on the frog-and-toad?’
‘Eh?’ The king didn’t get my little joke.
‘Just checking.’ I waved. ‘See you later Rego, the
best king in the land, I’m sure. Cop you too, grovellers.
And smell you later, horsies!’
My final look-back was of creepy Whizman
drooling over my plans (well, not really my plans) while
King Reg bellowed, ‘Build me 10,000 kars! Spare no
resources!’
I smiled. That king was quite a charmer, for a
technological barbarian.
My smile crumbled when my courtyard transport
turned out to be freaky Franklin. I whinged, ‘The king
promised me the fastest wheels in the land!’
The nag’s mouth formed one of those disturbing
grimace-smiles. ‘That is I, the King’s Prime Eq–’
‘Forget it,’ I cut in. ‘Just point the way to this Great
Wonder.’
Franklin indicated the village beyond the castle. I
strode off. He farted, and clopped along behind.
The road through the village was lined with
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cheering crowds of people, horses and chickens. Well,
it wasn’t every day these backward aliens were lucky
enough to see a handsome young astronaut prince. I
saluted my fans, though I felt a bit annoyed when
some dumbos waved signs that read, ‘Safe voyage,
Franklin!’
The big dope nodded at the crowds. As if they
cared about that glory horse.
By the time we’d passed through the village, my
feet ached. ‘I’m hungry,’ I complained.
‘Why don’t we stop beneath that chair-tree,
Erasmus?’ suggested Whinny the Poo. ‘I’ve brought
lunch.’
‘Keep your Uponian muck,’ I scoffed. ‘I’m having
Vietnamese!’
‘Would you mind helping me unload my pumpkin
pie?’
I pretended I couldn’t hear him. It was fun
watching that black buffoon try to undo his pack with
his teeth and a low chair branch. Serves him right for
being born with hooves.
After I’d finished my cold and slightly soggy
Vietnamese rice, I felt full and sleepy and not like
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walking at all. Maybe I would be better off riding this freaky,
psychopath horse (who’d only just finished unpacking).
Riding certainly would be FASTER… I just had to let
Wookiee-butt know who was in charge.
‘Pack up, horsy,’ I ordered. ‘I’m going to ride you,
even though I hate riding. If I fall, no matter how, it’ll
be YOUR fault and I’ll let the king know and he’s a
personal friend so he’ll probably chop off your big
nag head!’
Franklin opened his mouth to reply, but I was too
quick. ‘Uh, uh. On my planet, horses only speak when
spoken to.’ I climbed into the saddle, my feet shaking
in the stirrupy things. ‘And don’t you dare run! Or
laugh!!’

The Trans-Uponian Highway turned out to be a
pot-holed goat track, no doubt designed by a
committee of horses. It was also painfully slow going,
but I didn’t trust that tosser Franklin to ride faster
than a stroll. (And I’m not being rude. He really did
toss me in Chapter Three.)
I hung on grimly as Franklin clopped up a hill.
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His ears cocked. ‘You’ve never ridden before?’
‘Duh.’ My eyes rolled. ‘Earth has cars. I mean, kars.’
‘I’m proud to deliver your first lesson. When we
ride uphill, please lean forward in the saddle. When
riding downhill, I’d appreciate your leaning back.’
I yawned. ‘That sounds suspiciously like exercise.’
‘Such leaning would reduce the pressure of your
weight on my legs.’
‘Your vet bills aren’t my concern. But I’m happy
to lean… as soon as you grow arm-rests!’ I smirked.
THAT’S how you make a horse shut u–
Phhhhhhht! Franklin let a deadly one rip.
‘Yee!’ I choked. ‘If only horses came with recliner
seats, extra bum padding, a bug shield and airconditioning!’
‘What’s air-conditioning?’
‘You’re just a horse. You wouldn’t understand the
concept of air that doesn’t smell like horse’s
underpants.’
‘And you,’ Franklin grunted, ‘you seem so… young
to be travelling alone. I’m afraid your parents must
be worried.’
‘Don’t be afraid, you boof-brained wuss.’ I snorted.
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‘Anyway, there’s just my dad back home. He probably
hasn’t even noticed I’m gone. Probably more worried
about his precious zappless machine.’
‘You told the king the zapp machine was your
invention, Erasmus.’
‘You really are a moron.’
Franklin looked hurt. Some trick of the light. I
mean, to look hurt, you needed feelings to hurt. And
Franklin was a horse! He might act friendly, but I had
to remember: his was the head and heart of a lying
thug.
As if sensing these thoughts, Franklin paused to
push a poo. I could tell it was a massive one, because
his backside muscles clenched and his face went all
strainy. Sure enough, his giant pie-poopsicle slopped
and splatted the trail, right beneath us. Gross! And I
thought his farts smelt bad! I would’ve told Franklin
off for being such a pig-horse, but I was too busy
trying to stuff my elbows up my nostrils (and keep
my lunch down).
If all this sounds like I don’t like horses, well, that’s
because I hate them. I’ve never forgotten being a
little(r) kid, when we visited my mum’s brother on
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the South Coast. Uncle Bob bought a farm there after
he picked all seven Blotto numbers. What a waste of
$1.5 million! Bob’s farm was a nightmare time warp
to the Stone Age. He didn’t even have the Internet!
Or smog!! But my uncle was rich, which I respected.
Bob also owned a stable. He showed me his beasts.
They had huge, mean heads. Bully heads, smeared
with snot. One reared and shook the stall. I almost
pooped my goldfish ninja undies, which I landed on.
Uncle Bob smirked, reading my fear. ‘Never walk
behind a gee-gee horse,’ he warned. ‘If they get
startled, gee-gees can kick backwards. Take your melon
clean off!’
I had never wanted to walk behind a horse before.
Why would I? Inspect one’s furry bum? After that, I
didn’t want to be in the same postcode as a horse’s
backside. I stood shakily, keen to leave.
‘Wanna ride one?’ Uncle Bob leered.
Did insanity run in my family? Crazy Horse shook
the stall again. I gulped and shook my head. Crazy
Horse reared. The stickiest, stinkiest lump of snot in
the history of boogies splattered on my face.
Uncle Bob guffawed.
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I fled the stable, screaming. An hour later, I’d
calmed somewhat... to hysterical babbling.
Well, I was only five.
These days, I would’ve replied, ‘After you, Uncle
Bob!’ Because I never saw my uncle ride either. Dad
reckoned Bob wasn’t good with animals, that he
bought horses only because they seemed a farmy sort
of accessory. I think Bob just knew horses couldn’t
be trusted. They were historic relics, like steam trains,
only slower and less predictable. If you let your guard
down around them… good-bye head.
So I was damn brave to even climb on Franklin.
But I knew I could never relax.
Oh yeah, that Uncle Bob trip was also when my
mum and dad broke up.
Ignorant of this, my dumb ride just farted and
clip-clopped on. He never knew how close I came to
ordering him to turn round. That is, until I reminded
myself that clouds of deadly bum gas were just part
of the job of being my planet’s first ambassador.
When that didn’t do the trick, I imagined my gold,
and finished the last of my Vietnamese interplanetary
take-away in silence.
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We stopped for the night at ‘one of the finest inns
in the land’ (Franklin’s words). Turned out the Treaty
Inn was a flea-bitten, half-star rat motel with no heated
pool, cable TV or mini-bar.
The fat-headed inn keeper, a grey stallion named
Harsha, even gave Franklin a bigger bed than mine
just because that untrustworthy slob is bigger than
me. How stupid can a planet be that lets horses sleep
in beds?
Uncle Bob was a wise, wise man.

Chapter 6

My AchinG
Bum

I

had another sad moment at breakfast when I
finished my final Earth food supplies: 11 chocolate
bars and a tube of chocolate toothpaste. Sadder
followed. I climbed onto Franklin, and my bum ached.
My only relief: a numb bum, sometimes.
Around mid-morning, I went a bit mad from sugar
withdrawal symptoms and the same boring Mypod
tunes. So I hurled my music-maker into a well. Having
zilch tunes left me even madder. I missed my e-mail
inbox, a variety of clothes, science tests, the stock
market and the wonders of electricity. I didn’t miss
my dad, of course. I was too grown-up for that. Yet I
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was annoyed. And I wanted Franklin to know it.
‘This is the weirdest planet I’ve visited,’ I griped.
Franklin cocked his head. ‘I thought this was the
only planet you’d visited?’
‘Yeah, well, it’s still weird. Like, ultra super mega
uber weird.’
‘Uponia is an easy world to understand. Horses,
humans and chickens live in peace and harmony. Or,
at least, we have since the Great Handover Treaty
two dozen human generations ago. All species have
roles to fill in Uponian society. Horses dominate the
transport, ploughing and nightclub bouncer industries.
There are also horse scientists and office workers.
Uponia has even had five horse Prime Ministers. But
most of us prefer to work outdoors. I myself have a
prestigious job, for I am the king’s fastest h–’
‘Fastest?’ I snorted. ‘My dad’s rocket car can reverse
faster than you!’
‘Indeed? Your father sounds like a clever man, like
the king’s chief inventor, Whizman.’
I snorted again. ‘That’s because my dad’s a human,
and humans are smarter than horses. Everyone knows
that.’
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‘Perhaps, Erasmus. It is certainly true humans do
more varied work. They are blessed with fingers and
thumbs, so they can perform more delicate tasks: like
cooking pumpkin pie, my favourite food.’
‘On my planet, horses just eat grass,’ I sneered.
‘They’re dumb, mean beasts.’
‘I feel sorry for the horses on your planet. And
the humans. How sad the two lack a common tongue.’
‘You feel sorry for MY super-cool species’ No wonder
could be worth this backchat. ‘I–’
Suddenly, Franklin stopped.
‘What’s the emergency?’ I cried, unbalanced.
‘Look to our left. An elderly chicken wants to cross
our path. I must give way to her. Good day, Mrs
McChicken.’
‘Burrk burk burrrrrk,’ said the cretin chicken who,
it seemed, couldn’t even speak Uponian.
I could hardly believe my eyes. ‘Why should a big,
dumb bully give way to a scrawny, even dumber
chook? You could just step on her head and crush
her skull!’
‘I would never do that.’ Franklin’s mane swooshed.
‘I could not break the rules of the road. As for bullying
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a weaker animal, such actions are forbidden to a real
horse, a follower of the Equine Path. I would sooner
step from a cliff than step on any creature’s skull!’
‘Yeah, well... just make sure you warn me to climb
off first.’
Franklin smiled as if he understood my joke.
We stopped beneath a grove of umbrella trees. I
scowled around. Stone bridges crossed tinkly streams.
A farmer and horse, quietly conversing, ploughed
furrows in the earth. Songs squawked from a chicken
tea party in a field of bulbous pumpkins. What bleak
sights. Not one TV aerial anywhere! On the horizon,
mountains jagged skyward.
Hello, Wonder?
Equine Boy served a lunch of some muck called
ponybread. With vegetables poking out as if trying
to escape, it looked disgusting.
I ate three-quarters of a loaf.
Franklin ate 33 loaves. Bloated, the slob lay back
and gazed at the sky. ‘Smoke signal news,’ he neighed.
‘Would you like me to read out loud?’
‘Read Uponian news?’ I made a face. ‘With headlines
like, “Horse wins race? Human wins brain contest??
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Chook wins chook raffle???” I’d rather lie here and
be bored.’
And so I did. I found myself sort of wishing Dad
was here. Being so soft-hearted, he would probably
relate better to this world of furry dumbness. Not
that I needed my dad. Or missed him. Nor Marvin
Hocks, who’s in most of my classes. Nor any of my
dad’s dumb animal hospital survivors. You know, it’s
just…
Nothing. Boredom, probably.

And so the days turned into more days of riding,
eating, sleeping and sucking fart fumes. My bum
blisters grew blisters on their blisters.
The only traffic heading our way were teams of
king’s riders. Before I could interrupt, they’d overtake
us with a thunder of hooves and a rain of road divots.
More traffic trudged in the opposite direction: whole
families of people, horses, even chickens. More each
day.
‘We’re off to work in King Reginald’s new bumper
bar factory,’ half-smiled one old lady. ‘Who could
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refuse his conditions?’
Go, go-getter Reg, I thought.
All the while, Franklin kept up his nice horse act.
I kept reminding myself what Uncle Bob would warn:
‘Don’t turn your back on him!’
Plus I knew this horse had extra reason to want to
kick my head off. Thankfully, his brain was too puny
to piece the reason together…

Every hour, I asked the key question: ‘Are we there
yet?’
You-know-who would always reply, ‘Soon enough,’
or, ‘The journey is the thing,’ or something equally
horse-dumb.
‘Franklin?’ I finally griped.
‘That’s my name,’ he smiled.
‘Hey, that’s MY line!’ I cocked an eyebrow. I’d been
trying to think how to ask where we were going,
without appearing ignorant. I grumbled, ‘This Great
Wonder better be worth my bum paralysis.’
‘Oh, it is!’ Franklin beamed. ‘The Wonder is a
sacred site to every Uponian, but especially to horses.
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For the Wonder is the source of all our knowledge:
the Great Horse Lake!’
‘A great hose lake?’ I was struck dumb. ‘THAT’S
the Great Wonder of Uponia? Sure makes me wonder,
all right: wonder if everyone on Uponia is CRAZY!
If I’d known we were going to blunder halfway across
this night-mare Planet Horse Fart just to watch a
bunch of gee-gees splashing around in some lake full
of nag-poo and going “Wee,” I would never have left
the castle! You great fibber! If only the King’s kars
were already built, so I could just drive away. From
you!’
‘I’ve never lied to you, Erasmus,’ was all Franklin
grunted.
Yeah, right.
Franklin went quiet.
Fine. I was tempted to order him to turn back,
but I didn’t want to insult King Reg, who did after all
recommend the Wonder (and in every other way
seemed a king of fine judgment). And we’d already
blistered so far…
Franklin said, ‘I don’t understand kars, Erasmus.
How can something made of metal with no soul or
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personality be better than a witty and noble horse?’
‘Well, for one thing,’ I held my nose, ‘kars don’t
fart every 15 minutes.’
‘I’m sorry.’ You-know-poo sounded a bit
embarrassed. ‘What goes in must come out, as they
say.’
‘Sure didn’t smell like that going in!’
‘Ahem.’ Franklin coughed. ‘Tell me more about
kars. Are they truly non-farting marvels that don’t in
any way pollute a planet?’
‘Erh…’ I grumbled. ‘I don’t want to talk right now.’

Chapter 7

The Family
of Freaks

C

lip, clop.
Franklin turned to face me. ‘There is a short
cut to the Wonder ahead. And a peaceful home along
the way, where we will be most welcome.’
‘The short cut sounds promising.’ My eyes
narrowed. ‘But whose home do you plan to visit? Your
horse homie gang?’
Franklin smiled. ‘Indeed.’ With that, he turned left
off the Trans-Uponian Highway.
Good riddance, I guess.
Frank the Horse-tank’s so-called short cut wound
over a mountain pass. Farms lay like a chequered
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blanket across the valley below. Plip, plop.
Franklin turned left at a rusted-down gate. His
stride lengthened. His heart thudded harder beneath
my legs. Hmm. Our path cut through a stand of giant
trees, past poo-like mounds the size of kars. When I
pointed these out to Franklin, he just muttered in a
distracted way, ‘Roccors.’
Whatever.
A building loomed. Or half-loomed. Possibly a
massive stone structure once, it was now crumbly and
snacked on by gravity.
In the vegetable garden, a black foal grazed. When
she spotted us, the midget sprinted so fast she tripped
over her racing legs and rolled towards us like a hairy
bowling ball.
‘Dadda!’ the foal squeaked, the pink diamond on
her chest trembling with excitement.
‘Jessica!’ Franklin shook with emotion too. ‘I’ve
missed you!’
The pony leapt and frolicked around Franklin,
rubbing her nose along her dad’s gross body and even
round his stinky tail.
Yeck.
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A lady horse appeared between the weird barn
doors of the weird horse house. I chuckled at her
pink hair and the purple ribbons in her mane.
She just cried, ‘Franklin!’
‘Marindi!’ Franklin croaked back. The two lovehorses flounced towards each other to rub noses and
other gross bits, with Junior prancing all around. They
made me want to puke, trying to act like a normal
human family. My family sure didn’t act so dumb.
Marindi cooed, ‘Poor Franklin. This new king
keeps you so busy. He is not generous at granting
holidays like his father.’
‘Hey!’ I interrupted. ‘Don’t forget I’m up here!’
And so Marindi and Jessica (alias Junior) met me:
Erasmus, Intergalactic Ambassador Inventor Etcetera.
Intros done, Marindi laughed, ‘You are a delightful
human.’
‘Your house is very… big.’ I returned the
compliment. ‘Almost like an old castle.’
‘Very observant,’ said Marindi. ‘Long ago, this was
indeed the Summer Castle of the Horse King – part
of a much larger estate. The finest balls on Uponia
were hosted here. Sadly, the castle today is in need of
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a stone-mason army. Many walls have collapsed and
some rooms are too dangerous to enter.’
I shrugged. ‘At least the rent must be cheap.’
Marindi gushed over me, threatening to fill me
with pumpkin pies and other disgusting treats. ‘We’ll
need fresh food. Pies, of course. Meat – I guess. Oh,
if I only knew you were coming! I’ll have to canter to
Mareville to shop.’
‘Me go, Mumma!’ Junior squeaked. ‘Jess’ca big
pony! Me go village!’
‘Alright, Jessie,’ smiled Marindi. ‘I’ll write you a
list. Where’s my mouth-pen?’
Here was my chance to exit this overgrown stable
before the two grown-up horses started smooching
again. I grabbed it.
‘I’m coming too, Junior,’ I piped up. ‘Can you play
fetch?’
‘Yay!’
Marindi said, ‘You can ride Jessica if you like,
Erasmus. She’s a big enough foal to carry a small boy
like you. She’ll show you to her saddle and bags.’
‘Me show! Me show!’ squealed Junior.
‘Just take care!’ laughed Marindi, as if the midget
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freak was a comedian or something.
‘Jess’ca take care! Me take sadool bag too!’
I thought the little joker would be easier to ride
than her dad. But Junior trotted like a mini-earthquake
on legs.
‘Er, let me off here, Junior,’ I said, before we’d
reached the gate. ‘I need the exercise.’
‘Exter size good!’ shrieked Jessie.
I guess it was a pleasant afternoon for a stroll. My
bum blisters enjoyed the airing, anyway. I even found
myself relaxing, maybe because Junior looked too
runty and non-violent to deliver a head-removing back
kick, and too young and dumb for any horse trickery
like her tricky old man. None of which stopped Junior
charging across the countryside like a puppy on red
cordial.
After a while, she approached me and smiled shyly,
head down. ‘Me pick for Raz’ma…’
Junior dropped a selection of wild-flowers into
my hands. Most were crushed or slimed in drool.
‘Uh, thanks,’ I said.
‘Priddy flowers. For hensome boy, Raz’ma.’
‘Handsome, eh?’ I preened. ‘You’re not as dumb
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as you look, Jessie.’
‘Boy hensome. But boy sad too–’
‘Sad?’ I was mad! ‘I’m not sad, Junior! You’re the
sad one!’
‘Me AM sad!’ cried Freak Girl. ‘Me miss Dadda!
Dadda a’ways gone…’ Tears rolled down her long
noggin.
‘Stop crying!’ I pleaded, making matters worse.
‘Waah!’
‘Please?’ I hunted through my backpack until I
found my Bratty bear. I brushed a few grains of
slightly mouldy Vietnamese rice from Karl’s fur and
waved the bear in front of Jessie’s teary manga eyes.
‘Oi, check this out!’
‘For Jess’ca?’ Her tear-ducts stopped leaking.
‘Pressie for me?’
‘Yes, Jessie. His name’s Karl, and you can keep
him.’ I was desperate. ‘IF you stop crying and acting
so… foalish. Karl was a good mate to me, and I’m
sure he’ll be one for you too. Sure, Karl’s not exactly
alive, but that just means he’ll never die by truck like
a real pet. And he can’t run away either, like some
sadly do, because his legs are stuffed. Get it? Stuffed?’
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‘Kaal bear soft too.’
‘Yeah, there’s that too.’ I rubbed my sore eye, which
had gone weirdly misty. ‘I’m too old for bears anyway.
Not that koalas are bears, of course… Ah, go play
fetch.’ I lobbed the bear away from me. Nerdy Jessie
tore after it. ‘Just don’t wear yourself out. We still
have to buy take-away, my tummy’s rumbling and you’re
carrying!’
‘Rummmble!’ Already my faithful old friend was
more slimed than the flowers.
Weirdly, I felt sort of… good?

Chapter 8

Pecking
Orders

T

he village of Mareville was a one-horse town (plus
three humans and who-cares how many chickens). With me back in her saddle, Jessie headed straight
for Blister’s General Store. I ducked under the awning
as the mini-maniac charged in.
Shelves stacked with farm tools and bizarre
Uponian tucker were in danger of toppling to Jessie’s
hyper-activity. An old lady (30 at least) stood behind
the counter, wearing an apron and a grin.
The fool foal bustled forward. ‘Me want ev’ry
pun’kin pie you has, Missie Bister! Plus ev’ryfing on
this list from Mumma.’
Pecking Orders
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‘Right away, young princess!’ Mrs Blister grinned
back.
Princess? What a jester. I was the fake royalty
around here. Feeling a bit nauseous, I climbed off
Junior and wandered outside. Two chickens sat crosslegged on the veranda, sunning themselves while
nattering like a pair of old hens (maybe because they
were a pair of old hens).
To keep up my skills, I decided to eavesdrop.
Chook 1: ‘Been reading the smoke signal news,
Mabel?’
Chook 2: ‘Every day, Ethel, every day. I note King
Reginald has been calling for more volunteers to work
in his new kar factory.’
Chook 1: ‘Volunteers, my feathered behind! My
cousin’s family from Chicktown were rounded up by
the King’s Guard. Whole village was. Told they had
to slave in something called a tyre factory. Or else!
Have you ever heard such a thing?’
Chook 2: ‘I’ve heard rumours of horses and
humans protesting outside the main kar factory. But
they’re all locked up now.’
Chook 1: ‘Fancy that. I can understand horses
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protesting. The kar could put thousands of them out
of work. But why would humans protest?’
Chook 2: ‘Use your powerful hen brain, Ethel.
The kar will also affect humans who work with horses:
stable hands, horse barn-builders and pumpkin pie
cooks among them. Humans with close horse friends
fear the kar will bring an end to peaceful human-horse
relations. Great Bird knows where that will leave us
chickens. The human king, I fear, cares only for the
power the kar will bring. By the way, I love what you’ve
done with your wattle.’
Chook 1: ‘Why, thank you, Mabel. And how are
the grand-chicklets?’
Chook 2: ‘All 763 are good peckers, and well. Or
as well as can be in these testing times.’
Eavesdropping on this chicken conversation made
me think of nine things. First, how much I hated
chooks. Second, how disloyal they were to their
progressive king. Didn’t those bird-brains know you
can’t make an omelette without breaking a few eggs?
(I wonder if that’s original?) Which brings me to the
other seven things I thought of: crunchy spuds with
roast chicken, satay chicken, chicken wings with a
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selection of yummy dips, apricot chicken, Bayfield
Fried Chicken (BFC), chicken burgers smothered in
apple sauce and, of course, Vietnamese chicken
omelette.
‘Mmmm, chicken omelette…’
The two chooks turned my way, faces horrified,
as if my thoughts hovered guiltily visible. They
squawked off across the road.
Ethel muttered, ‘Imagine eating our innocent flesh
in the beaten juice of our murdered children! Burrrk!’
‘Yeah, well, you eat innocent… grain pellets,’ I
grumbled at the feathered freaks.
Bored again. Time to see how young Jessica Horse
was faring. Inside, old Blister had loaded the foal’s
saddle-bags halfway to the roof. I guessed most of
the weight was pumpkin pies. Jessie’s spindly legs
shook, but she wore a determined face.
‘Me ready, Raz’ma!’
Looked like I’d be walking. Again.
Blisterhead saluted. ‘Farewell, young princess.’ She
nodded at me. ‘And friend.’
And friend indeed. I scowled.
All the way back, Jessie kept wheezing, ‘Me…
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strong…. pony….. Me…… strong!’ Luckily, this effort
wore her out. By the time we’d stumbled back to the
ruined castle, she’d almost stopped jabbering.
‘Jess’ca… hung’y,’ she croaked.
Marindi smiled and unpacked the saddle-bags with
her amazingly dextrous mouth. ‘You’ve both done very
well.’
‘I’m so hungry, I could eat a horse!’ I paused midcheer. ‘Er, I mean, I could eat a horse’s… bridle.’
We sat around a huge dinner table. Mmmm. I didn’t
know horse cuisine could smell so tasty! Strangely, I
enjoyed the meat dish least (maybe because I wasn’t
sure if it used to sing in the shower). Franklin ate 37
pumpkin pies, and that was just for starters.
‘I’ve even filled my intestines!’ he declared after
two hours of solid food-chugging and regurgitating
(don’t ask).
‘I overheard some chickens today,’ I said, casually.
‘They were saying pretty mean things about Good
King Reg.’
‘Good?’ snorted Marindi. ‘That king’s good for
only – one – thing! It’s time someone –’
‘My darling,’ Franklin gently interrupted. ‘King
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Reginald may have his faults, but it is my duty to serve
him, to be loyal, even if that means telling my beautiful
wife to change the subject. Please?’
‘Then I shall change the subject. But for the king’s
polite horse – not for the so-called king himself.’
Marindi turned to me. ‘Did you know, Erasmus, in
olden times this castle was served by dozens of slaves
captured in wars?’
‘Cool. Horse slaves?’ I asked.
‘Oh no.’ Marindi smiled. ‘Human slaves – serving
horses.’
What a conversation killer! No wonder I had nightmares that night. Human slaves indeed! Still, Marindi’s
scary words were a timely time-out. A dumb part of
me had been starting to think I could actually trust
these furry hippos!
In the morning, I was almost happy to hit the
bumpy trail again (after soppy, sloppy goodbyes
(which no one meant)).
Of course, it didn’t take long for Franklin to say
something sappy. ‘Thank you for giving my daughter
a present from your world, Erasmus.’
‘It was just a Bratty bear.’ I shrugged. ‘For a bratty
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kid.’
Franklin’s voice became even softer. ‘I understand
why you lash out, Erasmus. It’s all right to sometimes
be a scared boy who misses his parents and friends.’
‘Ha! You know NOTHING!’ My voice flared.
‘Parents? My mum ran away to explore my own planet!
And my dad’s probably too busy being a mad scientist
to even notice I’m gone! Anyway, it’s his fault I used
his dumb zappy machine and ended up stuck on this
freakazoid planet. Where is he now, anyway? As for
friends… the other boys in my school think I’m weird.
Weird! And the girls are, well… girls. Friends? Want
the truth for a change? I haven’t any! Well, maybe
Marvin Hocks…’ My head spun. I held the reins so
tight, my fingers ached. ‘Can’t believe I just admitted
that to… you. Hope you’re happy, horsy.’ My voice
plunged to a mutter.
‘Erasmus, I’ll be happy when I see you smile again.’
Franklin acted sad. ‘And if you ever need a friend–’
‘Cut it.’ I cut in. ‘If you really want me to smile,
put a cork in your bum, stop farting for a while, and
blow yourself up.’
I was still mad, though insulting a horse is
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surprisingly good therapy.
Again, Franklin looked hurt. Did he actually mean
what he said? Or did he just deserve a Horse Bogie
acting award?
‘I…’ I struggled with an urge to apologise.
(Remember. Uncle Bob’s evil horses. Uncle Bob’s evil horses.
Uncle…)
Urge beaten.
Instead, I asked, ‘How much longer to this
wonderful Wonder, anyway?’
‘Four days,’ Franklin replied. ‘If we keep up this
walking pace.’
‘Four days!’ I moaned. ‘ARGH! I can’t take this
anymore! What if you ran flat out?’
‘We’d be there before lunch tomorrow.’
‘Can you run, without making me fall?’
‘By my word, I can!’
‘Then run!’
‘Are you sure you’re not scared, Erasmus?’
‘Just run, running boy. And don’t spare the horse
power! Then I don’t have to listen to your blah and
we can finish this lame mission!’
‘Hang on!’ Franklin boomed, already gathering
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pace. ‘At last I can work off some pumpkin pie!’
‘Yeah, you need to, Fat Boy Not-so-slim-horse!’
But Franklin could no longer hear me over the
crazy clopping of his own hooves. Scenery blurred
past.
I gripped the saddle, and leant into the wind.
Not that Franklin raced as swiftly as a kar, of
course. But it felt pretty close, bobbing up and down
through the rushing air. It was a buzz, a bit scary and
maybe just the tiniest bit cool. Bonus surprise: top
speed was even smooth on my bum! Not that I’d admit
any of that to Franky Boy. His boof head was already
swelled enough. But there was one thing I just had to
say.
Heart pounding, I shouted at the top of my lungs,
‘YEE-HAAAA! Wonder, here we come!!’

Chapter 9

The Wonder
(About Time, Too)

W

e rode hard through the night, following a
creek that swelled into a jazz-tinkling river.
Beneath Uponia’s seven moons, the water sang
lullabies.
Against my better judgment, I sort of… dozed
off on Franklin’s back. Yet it seemed I’d become an
expert rider in short time, because I stayed in the
saddle while I snored.
I awoke around mid-morning. We approached the
crest of a hill. ‘Are we there yet?’ I yawned
automatically, propping myself up.
‘Yes.’
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‘We… we are?’
We topped the crest. I slid to the grass. The river
below snaked towards the horizon, where it joined
dozens of other creeks and rivers. The combined
water flowed… upward (somehow), forming a giant
reverse waterfall in the shape of a shimmering, upsidedown… pony!? Kilometres high in the sky, the pony’s
legs stood in a floating lake. Flying specks dotted the
shores. Sunlight filtered through the lake, casting
hundreds of rainbows upon the land.
I tried not to look impressed, though it was easily
the most impressive thing I’d ever seen, and I think
my jaw fell for a second or 17.
‘It truly is a wonder, is it not?’ Franklin asked in
his soft voice.
‘This?’ I tried to laugh, but my voice just croaked.
Instead, I shrugged. ‘If you’ve seen one upside-down
pony-waterfall-flying-lake combo thingie, you’ve seen
’em all.’
Franklin knelt at the river’s edge and spoke softly
in a language I didn’t understand (perhaps Italian). I
just sat and gazed at the Wonder. And stood on my
head, to gaze some more.
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A deep voice whined, ‘There they are!’
I tried to spin, realised I was on my head, and
toppled backwards. Rubbing my latest bruise, I
gawked at a rider in uniform seated high upon a mighty
stallion. More riders appeared over the crest, glumfaced and uniformly uniformed.
I rose, dusting myself down.
The first rider seemed to be the leader, judging by
his sneer, the fact he was human and the way he twirled
his poncy moustache. ‘I am Colonel Crook,’ he
announced, ‘of the King’s Third Horse Regiment.’
‘And I am MC Hammerhoof,’ rapped Crook’s
boof-headed horse. ‘The King’s new Prime Equine.
Yo.’
Crook continued, ‘We are to return you to the
Golden Castle. A final component is needed to make
the kar function. King Reginald is most displeased.’
‘But,’ I grizzled, ‘I just got here!’
‘Yes, Crook.’ Franklin walked to my side. ‘And I
am more than capable of returning Era–’
‘Silence, Franklin,’ sneered Crook. ‘You are under
arrest!’
‘Me? Under arrest?’ My dumb horse stood
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dumbfounded. ‘For what reason?’
MC Hammerhoof smirked. ‘For conspiring with
the horse rebels against King Reginald! Yo!’
‘But I am a loyal horse, a follower of the Eq–’
‘Silence!’ roared Crook. He and Franklin eyeballwrestled.
I sighed and stripped to my boardshorts.
Crook turned to me, crimson-faced. ‘What are you
doing, boy?’
‘Going for a swim.’ I smiled. ‘Mind my gear and
backpack, someone.’
Crook’s crimson colouring developed purple
splotches. ‘Swimming in any river of the Great Horse
Lake is strictly forbidden!’ He twanged his moustache.
‘Seize the Earth boy!’
Two riders closed on me.
‘Forbid my bum and seize my empty Vietnamese
containers!’ I laughed at them and jumped into the
river.
Woo, the water was nipply. The current whisked
me away. The dumb horse guard gave chase, but the
ground was rough and the river swift.
Franklin yelled from the bank, ‘Erasmus, there is
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danger!’
I yelled back, ‘If you’re worried, Nagboy, come
for a not-so-skinny dip too!’
‘But,’ Franklin neighed, ‘I can’t… I can’t swim!’
I swept around a bend into a horse-free zone. At
last. That showdown had been too confusing for
words. Treading water, I slurped a river mouthful.
Mmmm. My whole body tingled and seemed to float
higher. Feeling pleased with myself, I stretched back
with my hands behind my head.
The sky boogied with rainbows. Wonder-full
indeed!
I was dimly aware of more creeks joining the flow.
Of the land dropping sharply. Of hurtling ever faster.
Yes, the river ride was scary, but not as much as finding
a live octopus in my seafood basket. And this was a
way smoother ride than bouncing on a jackhammering horse’s rear end. I could even have dozed
off, except for some static background noise, notching
higher.
Slaloming around a river bend, I looked up. A few
kilometres ahead, the convergence point of many
rivers exploded into the base of the Wonder, forming
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a misty halo. How had I travelled so far so fast? The
water roared like a pride of lady lions with a hippo in
stilettos standing on their tails. I think my dad would
call the looming waterfall a gravitational anomaly. I
just called it… big.
And hungry.
My river rushed so rapidly I couldn’t swim for
shore even if I wanted to (and I did).
Only time to puff my cheeks with air!
I hurtled feet-first into the roaring waterfall, into
the ear tip of the largest water pony between the Milky
Way and the Soy Drinky Way…
Ouch?

Chapter 10

The Problem
With Fun Parks

I

hit the waterfall base at twice the speed of flying
pig poo.
El splasho!
My body rolled underwater once, twice, thrice,
until…
Air! My face gulped through the surface.
‘Yeeh!’ I gasped. Like falling off a waterfall in
reverse (a waterfly?), I trod water into the sky, through
the neck of the great water pony, rushing beside the
darker liquid that formed the creature’s mane, eddying
eyes, mouth and tail (hmm, the two liquids didn’t
mix… (but no time for deductions now)).
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I was kilometres high and falling higher. The view
boggled my brain. I whooshed through the pony’s
belly and down one front leg. I mean, up a leg. I
mean… Uh oh–
One great flying Horse Lake Wonder coming up!
I hit the water from beneath like a human
cannonball, splashing rain upon Uponia. Luckily, the
wet stuff was too bubbly to hurt more than a slap.
Completely submerged, I shot upwards like a giant’s
bath fart. Just as I was fearing for my next breath, I
exploded free of water into air.
‘Weee!’ I splashed down. ‘I wanna ride that again!’
High in rainbow-making territory, I drifted with a
gentle current across the Great Horse Lake. Clouds
wafted by. I tapped one and it rolled, a floppy balloon
in slow motion. Trees twisted out of the water,
spreading saggy, shaggy branches. I peered down.
Distorted through the slab of impossibly hovering
lake, Uponia spread out like a giant’s bath mat, green
and shimmering.
Bug-eyed fish nibbled my toe-nails. I giggled.
A voice boomed, ‘Ahem.’
This time, above me. And… female. Looking up,
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I saw three rainbow-coloured horses with angelic
wings and fishing rods for tails (lines dangling in the
lake). Single slender horns glowed on each frowning
rainbow head. What a crazy montage of myth and
imagination!
‘I am Princess Wingnut MacDrill.’ An angel mare
glared. ‘No human is allowed in the sacred Horse
Lake!’
‘Go blow your horn, Wingdrill MacNut!’ I yelled,
enjoying myself.
‘You are breaking the Royal Lake Treaty! The
human king shall hear of this!’
‘As if he’d care less about you Tweety bird geegees!’
The winged horses hurled purple fruit. I caught
one. The fist-sized fruit was sproingy and smelt
delicious. I took a bite. ‘Yum! What a stupid weapon!
Thanks a lot, suckers!’
‘Foolish human child! Your dangerous destination
is a fate well earned!’ So babbling, Wingding pelted
more fruit.
‘What’s that supposed to m– Whoa!’ I drifted off
the lake edge. ‘This can’t be good!’
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But it was. I zoomed on a sky river, one of many
draining back to Uponia, faint lines in the sky
completing the water cycle. My river looped and rollercoasted toward mountains far from where I’d ditched
my gear. But who cared? Who needed Cranky Franky
or that bossy King’s Regiment? I was riding on the
best water-slide this side of Darth Vader’s turbo spa,
rocketing downwater faster than the fastest car in top
gear, munching on this yummy purple snack and
having the most fun yet on Uponia!
Just me!
‘Woo-hooooo!’
An hour later, I lay on a lonely river bank: shivering,
vomiting and lost. Tall, dark, unhandsome jungle
crowded around.
‘HURRLblurgh!’ I heaved another round of purple
poison. That was the problem with fun parks. After
too much junk food and ride time came junkspewathon time. And spewathon time greater than
ride time equalled a bad equation for Erasmus.
‘What a ghastly smell!’ A voice, behind me. It
sounded ancient and squawky. Unhuman, even
unhorse.
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I lifted my bleary head. A withered white hen,
modelling a loopy cape, inspected my pool of puke.
‘Oh great,’ I said. ‘It’s Super Grandma Chook.’
‘I am Sanders,’ the crone declared (as if I cared).
‘And there is vomit upon your chin.’
‘I am Marvin Hocks,’ I replied. ‘And there are
feathers upon your brain. Excuse me… UrrlkGLUP!’
I ralphed three times and sat up wearily. ‘You still
here?’
The old bird closed one eye, like she forgot what
she was doing halfway through a wink. ‘I am here for
a reason, Erasmus James of Earth. As, indeed, are
you, vomiting forbidden fruit.’
‘What would you know about my reasons?’
Sanders clucked, ‘I know you must journey deeper
inside the mind inside the mind. There you will find
all answers, and even a few good questions.’
‘Thank you, Yoda Chicken. But the only answer I
need is this: which way back to King Reg’s castle?’
‘Hmmmm.’ Sanders stroked her red dangly bits
and pointed along the trail that seemed to lead roughly
back to where I thought I’d come from. ‘That road
leads to danger.’
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‘Great,’ I muttered. ‘And the other direction?’
‘Even worse danger. The most dangerous in
Uponia!’
‘A chicken karaoke festival?’
Bird-brainiac tried to look all serious. ‘Do not jest.
I am squawking about the all-feared carnivorous
bloodhorses! Led by Bleakheart the Dread!’
‘Dude-eating horses. Yeah, right,’ I snorted. That
proved a bad move, as a fresh wave of vomit surfed
into my sinus passages. ‘BleeYECCH,’ I spat.
Spew dribbled out my nostrils, and even out one
ear. Sludgy, acid spew, the very stench of which
encouraged up another purple load. And so it went.
The Great Uponian Vomit Cycle of Life.
‘You are not well,’ Sanders clucked. ‘Yet you must
not stay. This place links the forested foothills of the
Bloodhorse Mountains with the landing point of a
sky river. It is a dangerous junction, though it has a
nice view. Yet fear not. For I offer you my services as
a guide through the sideways path, fr–’
I interrupted, ‘Unless you’re offering to barbecue
your own drumsticks, I’m not interested. That’s the
other problem with fun parks: the crowds and the
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pushy weirdoes you meet… HURRRklegurgle.’
‘Pushy, eh? Weirdo, eh? You desire to be alone,
eh? I say, eh? So you shall.’
By the time I rolled over, the feather-duster had
flown the coop. Good riddance to bad advice. Now I
could be alone. Great. Alone, with myself. And my
expanding puddle of hurl.
And a dull, aching tooth.
And my thoughts.
Hmm.
Great indeed. Roll on the next vomit wave.
In my weakened state, I thought about my dad.
Did he miss me? (He better!) But then, where was
he? I thought about more unlikely rescuers too, like
my mum. Or my stupid science teacher, Mr Snodders.
Or even Franklin, who’d turned out as untrustworthy
as Uncle Bob warned in my head.
Not that I missed any of them (well, maybe a little).
Or needed any of them (well, maybe a lot). It’s just…
lonely being alone. No one to chat to.
Tears streaked my face like I was some freakedout baby. Man, that purple fruit messed with my head!
Darkness crept down. Right. I needed to think
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about where I was, and what I had to do. Um… I
didn’t know where I was… exactly. But I did know
where I had to go: right back to the king’s castle to
sort out this silly kar kerfuffle, claim my gold el pronto
and zapp the jeebers off this oversized Animal Farm
back to Earth. To… home. How many trillion zillion
kilometres away was that? How far Ms Trang’s
Vietnamese restaurant?
That was the final problem with fun parks: the
long trudge back to the start of the ride. Not to
mention, back to the karpark.

Chapter 11

Captured
(What a Laugh)

T

he sky was sprouting. First one strange star. Then
two. Then five…
Stars weren’t good. Stars meant night. Night meant
scary surround sounds in stereo. Sure enough, the
jungle stirred like some ancient evil waking… thing.
Situation check. I’d stopped vomiting (probably
because I ran out of anything but stomach juices three
hours ago). But since I still wore only my dumb
boardshorts, my goose-bumps grew goose-bumps.
And where was my four-legged backpack-minder?
Stuck in peak hour chicken traffic? Grrr.
Getting mad possibly wasn’t a good idea, not with
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67 strange stars out (and counting). I decided I’d
probably done enough thinking for one day. Not to
mention enough lying here next to a blowflies’ wading
pool.
Action time. I stood. Very slowly. With the river
gurgling at my back, I woozily squinted left and right.
What had senile Sanders squawked again? Who cared?
I turned to the right and took one step.
A voice boomed behind me. Yet again. Familiar
this time. It said, ‘Halt!’
How predictable.
Halting was easy. I turned. The King’s Third Horse
Regiment emerged from the sky-river, dripping and
drippy.
‘Colonel Crook and his Endeavourites.’ I mock
bowed. ‘You know, I’m almost glad to see you blokes.’
Crook leant left to empty water from his ear while
Hammerhoof tilted right. ‘You have led us on a chase
both long and… bothersome,’ Crook spoke wearily.
‘If you run from my regiment again, we will blindfold
and gag you and dangle you from a pole for the ride
to the Golden Castle.’
‘Hold your horses and don’t get your moustache
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in a knot.’ I tried to appear cute and harmless. ‘I didn’t
run away last time. I just… swam away. I was shocked
to hear Franklin was a traitor, that’s all. I was especially
mad because I’d just been starting to think maybe I
could trust horses. No offence to you horse guards.
Turns out I should’ve trusted my original mistrust.
So I don’t want to run any more. I want to help King
Reg.’
Which was true enough. Plus I wanted to escape
this creepy place before the sky completely blacked
out.
MC Hammerhoof spat. ‘Yo. Do you know where
the traitor Franklin hides?’
I shrugged. ‘The big wuss has probably trotted
home to his little wuss brat and slaving wife… with
my clothes and gear. Mutter, grumble. Which reminds
me. I need something warm to wear. And food. Lottts
of food. After all, being an ambassador prince is
hungry work.’ I tried to appear a bit noble.
‘There is a truth to your strange mutterings.’ Crook
attempted to smile. ‘Very well.’ The riding coat he
tossed me was ten sizes too big and stank of a dozen
mystery smells, but I wrapped it around my goose-
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bumps anyway.
Crook climbed off Hammerhoof and addressed
two surly-faced soldiers. ‘Feed the boy. Then tie his
hands and feet. We’re to keep him alive. But that
doesn’t mean we need to keep him comfortable. You
other horses and men: set camp.’
I protested. ‘But doesn’t this place seem a bit like…
a dangerous junction?’
‘I need to dry off, rust-proof my armour and sleep
for ten hours. You’d be well advised to rest also. We
ride hard at sunrise.’ Crook yawned and strode off
with his sleeping bag and teddy bear.
Hammerhoof kicked a rancid, half-eaten piece of
ponybread (more hay than bread) towards me. ‘Yo.
Your dinner… prince.’ He smirked.
My brain had no desire to eat such filth, but my
rumbling tummy was more demanding. By the time
the guards erected tents, posted guards and lit fires,
I’d swallowed every last foul bite. Only one thing
would do for dessert.
Mischief.
I noticed one horse had a forehead lump.
‘Purple fruit attack?’ I asked innocently.
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The horse grunted.
‘I know where that can be fixed…’
‘Where?’ asked the moron horse.
‘The horse-pital!’
The horse groaned and trudged away.
But I had more gags for the human soldiers sitting
by the fire. ‘Why did the chicken cross the road?
Because he had a chicken brain!’ I chuckled. But it
seemed I was the only human with a sense of humour
in this convoy. Maybe I needed sicker material.
‘Okay. Where do you take sick ships? The docktor! And what do you give a sick pig? Oink-ment!
Best yet: what do you call a chicken who crosses an
expressway? A dead chicken! Did you know Battman
and Robbin tried to rescue the dumb bird? When a
steamroller passed, they renamed themselves…
Flattman and Ribbon! What? Still no laughs? Was that
a grimace? Maybe it’s a grown-up humour bypass
thing. My dad hated sick animal jokes too. My dad…
Anyway, here’s one with more local flavour: the king
is sitting on the toilet, playing cards. What sort of
hand does he deal himself ? A royal flush! Get it? Yes,
I scored a smile! Yeeh, an ugly smile. Go back to
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frowning, Mr Guard, or score a new dentist. Here’s
one for my four-legged fans: how do you spell “hungry
horse” with just four letters? Give up? “MT GG”!
You know, em-tee gee-gee, as in empty horse? Come
on, that’s a five-star gag!’
From the dark, a horse guard chuckled. But not
Crook. He emerged from his tent in his leaping
dolphin pyjamas and snarled , ‘I’ll give you a gag.’ To
the human guards he ordered, ‘Gag the boy.’
‘With pleasure, Colonel! Very amusing, by the way.’
A horse guard whinnied, ‘Neigh.’
Nay was right. So ended my comedy routine for
the night. Closed by unpopular demand.
Mutter.

Chapter 12

Captured
(Eek!)
a long and boring night.
What Most
of the King’s Third Horse Regiment
soon joined their colonel’s snoring chorus. I huddled
inside the oversized coat I’d inherited from some thug
with a BO problem and baboon arms. Of course, I
couldn’t sleep. My hands and feet were tied. I’d barely
moved since Chapter Ten. And I was mad. Mad as
hedge at that cave-moron Colonel Crook and his
crook sense of no-humour. How I wished that crook
was dead. How I gagged at the thought of his lame
gag gag. Surely that was the most microscopic joke
since bacteria sprouted on a forgotten tub of
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Vietnamese up the back of our fridge, back on, you
know, that home place…
I also gagged at the gag biting into my mouth.
Now I couldn’t talk, which for any Erasmus was a
major disability. My jokes at least made this jungle
junction a little less creepy.
How I longed to be back at the castle. I would
make sure King Reg punished Crook for his bad gag
work (not to mention for his worse manners and worst
moustache). Rude Mr MC Hammerhoof would also
score a month or seven on detention, yo. This I swore
to myself (silently). After all, even if the king was a
bit peeved at me (and I couldn’t guess why), I was the
single boy on Uponia who could fix his stupid kar,
the only one who knew the secret. That made me
important. Verrrry important.
The human guards by the fire began to chat.
Guard One: ‘Check the smoke news this
afternoon?’
Guard Two: ‘Never miss a smoking issue. Seems
there’s one element needed to make the kar work.
That’s what makes this boy so important to the king.’
What did I say before? Huh?
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Guard One (shaking his head): ‘I still can’t believe
Franklin’s a rebel. I always thought he was okay, you
know, for a bloke with four legs.’
Guard Two: ‘He’s no bloke. I never trusted his
fancy royal blood and Ech-whine Way.’
Guard One: ‘Sure quick though. I still can’t believe
he escaped our entire regiment!’
Guard Two: ‘Wouldn’t surprise me if Franklin was
the reb leader. Only a horse with his speed could pull
off so many attacks in a single night! Dirty, speedy
traitor…’
Yeah, dirty, backpack-stealing traitor (though at least
Franklin ACTED nice towards me, like, by not tying me up).
Guard One: ‘You don’t reckon Franklin won our
boy prisoner over, you know, to the reb cause?’
Guard Two: ‘Nah. The boy may be an ugly alien,
but he looks more human than horse, if a bit of a
loud-mouthed midget. Makes sense he’d side with his
own kind.’
Ugly alien? Loud-mouthed midget?? Me, a possible
traitor??? I was too busy… being madder than ever!
Guard One: ‘Did you hear that?’
Guard Two: ‘Hear what?’
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Guard One: ‘Something… rumbled… over there.’
Guard Two: ‘Aw, don’t be paranoid. It’s just moon
chickens. You’re jumpier than a flea on a trampoline.’
Guard One: ‘I’ve a right to be jumpy. Normally,
the nearby frontier fort is filled with three full
regiments. But they’ve been recalled to the castle for
“other” duties. So we’re all alone out here.’
Guard Two (laughing): ‘Ooh, just 20 of us, all alone
against… mooning chooks! Ooh ooh, how will we
ever survive the night?’
Guard One (gulping): ‘What about bloodhorses?’
Guard Two (scoffing): ‘They’re just myths!’
A horse guard crept to my side. He helped me
work my gag down and dropped something into my
lap. An apple, coated in horsy slobber. I was too
hungry to care. The guard whispered in my ear, ‘Your
gee-gee joke was the funniest thing I’ve heard since I
joined this regiment.’
‘Munch, crunch,’ I replied to my only fan.
Guard One: ‘Did I mention I’ve placed a deposit
on a kar? I’ve ordered number 3,733.’
Guard Two: ‘Well I’ve ordered numbers 676 and
677. And with every cent left, I bought shares in the
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Royal Chrome Factory. Beat that!’
Guard One: ‘Yeah, yeah, you’re Mr Wise Investor.
Just keep it down. Can’t be good if our poor horses
overhear us talking about, you know, their
replacements. I don’t want my steed to turn reb while
I’m on his back for this final ride, by Reginald. Hey,
where are you going?’
Guard Two: ‘For a number two, jumpy. Be back
when I’m half a kilo lighter!’
Boring silence followed this boring chat. Even
chickens were more interestin–
‘EEEEEE!’
A shriek tore apart the night. The guard by the
fire lunged for his pack. Into his arms landed… the
head of a horse!
More shrieks. Sounds of hacking.
‘It’s Bleakheart!’
The fire guard fled into the jungle. A huge red
horse thundered after him.
Red horses crashed everywhere. And slashed. And
gnashed. I screamed. It was a massacre, too horrible
to watch. I squeezed shut my eyes, huddled deep under
my riding coat and hoped and prayed no mega horse
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would notice micro me.
The noise died (probably just like the King’s Third
Horse Regiment). Had the attackers gone? I crossed
my fingers, opened one eye and peered from under
my coat. Thick red horse legs rose all around me! I
heard sniffing…
My coat ripped away. I squinted into the glare of
burning torches. Carnivorous stallions surrounded
me! As one they closed in, giant teeth dripping blood.
‘Wait!’ The mightiest horse spoke in a deep,
gargling voice. His red hoof ground upon a red teddy
bear. This had to be Bleakheart!
‘Tonight, my bloodhorse brothers, we have won a
great victory, plundering further east than ever. before.
Yet still we must load our war spoils back to the hidetent. Then shall we FEAST upon horse meat, courtesy
of the human king. For dessert, with flesh so tender,
we shall pick apart this human boy!’
Another bloodhorse cackled, ‘Don’t forget the
dipping sauce!’

Chapter 13

Berry
Full

‘B

ow,’ I commanded.
Every man, woman, horse, king and lightbulb chook in the throne room bowed. Even the
human throne, with some effort. Just like that.
King Reginald pleaded at my feet, ‘Will you forgive
me for suggesting that dreadful Wonder journey,
Prince Erasmus?’
‘Enough grovelling.’ I yawned. ‘You’ll have the
chickens clucking. Where are my new crowns?’
Reginald beamed. ‘Whizman’s team worked all
night. There are 67 designs to choose from!’
‘I’ll take them all.’
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‘Please, Prince Erasmus,’ begged Colonel Crook
from the crowd, ‘tell us one more time how you
escaped from the Bloodhorse Gang.’
‘Oh CC, how can I say no?’ I acted modest. ‘But
it’s such an old yarn…’
The king joined in. ‘Pretty please with rebels’ heads
on top?’
‘Such puppy dog eyes. I hate puppy dogs.’ I sighed.
‘So be it. But only because you’re letting me become
king. Here goes… It had been a long day, with Wonder
rides and weirdo encounters aplenty. I didn’t expect
it to end with a slaughter. The bloodhorses carried
me to an old circus tent in a forest clearing. Still tied
up and wearing only my trusty boardies, I was dumped
in a corner with a pile of half-chewed carcasses. Supergrossed out and freezing, I had no choice but to
huddle among the bloody bones. I trembled, hungry,
yet nauseous. So I thought about happy things. Like
my gold! But I couldn’t eat gold, imaginary or
otherwise. And if you hug gold, it’s cold and doesn’t
hug back. Like, say, a dad. Or even a reeky camel.
Still, I wasn’t going to give up, not to those horrible
Hannibal horses. But I felt so tired… I sort of…
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dozed off. And I dreamed this dream……’
‘WAKE, boy meat!’
A hoof to the ribs slammed me awake. I blinked
at the glaring figure of a bloodhorse! My new crowns
slunk back into the dream dungeon of my brain.
Horse drool slopped onto my leg. I had to front reality!
I pulled my legs in. I could be devoured any second
in this butcher’s tent! Must ignore the horror, the
panic, and think fast. Or I might never dream of
crowns again!
‘What do you want?’ I croaked.
‘Just a leg to snack upon!’ The bloodhorse closed
in. ‘Just one for hungry Chomper!’
I pulled back as far as I could into the corpse pile.
‘Don’t you dare! I’m… I’m reserved for your boss,
Bleakheart!’
The red stallion hissed.
Behind him, the harshest voice of all rumbled,
‘Did a piece of meat just mention my name?’
Bleakhead himself approached, all thick neck, boof
head, wild mane and cruel eyes. ‘Hello, midnight
snack.’ He smiled his terrible smile. ‘Thank you for
reserving yourself, and for reminding me you still live!
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I see you’ve prepared yourself in a bloody marinade.
Mmm… good gravy. Very thoughtful.’ Bleakheart’s
foul mouth stretched wider. ‘Alas for you, I can think
of only ONE thing to do with a midnight snack–’
‘Wait!’ I cried. ‘Don’t you know I’m Prince
Erasmus, mega valuable to King R–’
‘I have heard of you.’ Bleakheart paused. His drool
didn’t. ‘Aye, and the fool human king’s so-called kar
project. We bloodhorses are not ignorant savages.’
‘Then you must know you can ransom me! I’m
worth two times my weight in gold!’
‘We bloodhorses care not for ransom.’ Bleakheart
shrugged. ‘Nor for money, nor a great deal else. We
care only about our next meal.’
‘When is next meal time, boss?’ Chomper drooled.
‘Right now?’
‘Eat your tongue, Chest-chomper.’ Bleakheart
shouldered the other stallion aside. ‘This take-away is
MINE!’
‘But Bleak,’ cried a bloodhorse, ‘you promised us
all dips and boy!’
More bloodhorses joined the debate. ‘Aye, let’s eat
him before he gets tricky! I hear some humans have
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mental powers!’
‘Nay, Hacker, that’s rats!’
‘I’ve heard some humans can jump over rivers and
catch flies with their tongues!’
‘I just know those last ones we scoffed were too
crunchy!’
‘Veg-brain! You’re supposed to peel ’em OUT of
their armoured shells first!’
‘Oh.’
‘Grrr!’ Bleakheart snarled. ‘ENOUGH!’
I gulped and tried to smile. ‘Hey, I don’t wanna
cause any arguments…’ Yeah, right. ‘But there’s just
not enough meat on me for all you evil horsies. Unless
you’re smart enough to… Nah.’
‘What? WHAT?’ Bleakheart demanded.
‘You should fill me up! We humans can quadruple
our body weight, just like that.’ I clicked my fingers.
‘Um, then there’d be more Erasmus to go round. More
fresh meat for every MT GG?’
‘Hrmm,’ Bleakheart hrmmed. ‘Because of our
isolation, we know so little of human physi… human
physio… human body workings. You better not be
playing us for FOOLS!’
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I thought, Or what? You’ll eat me, vomit me, and
eat me again?
‘Very well, boy.’ Bleakheart sneered. ‘You shall
grow more meat!’ He kicked through the pile behind
me. A bloodied horse leg landed at my feet. ‘By eating
more meat!’
The stench of congealed blood and cold fat curled
my nostrils. My stomach churned. My mind whirred.
‘Berries,’ I croaked, pushing away the leg. ‘They’ll fill
me much better than meat! Human digestion, you
know. You won’t believe how fast I grow fat when I
pig out on berries!’
‘Hrmmm.’ Bleakheart looked doubtful, but also
unwilling to show his ignorance. ‘So be it. Chomper,
Lung-licker, Liver-luncher, Heart-hacker and Freddie:
go fetch berries.’ The bloodhorse leader turned to
me. ‘You shall eat until you BURST, boy! Then I shall
personally bite through your skull and suck out your
brains, eyes and tongue before my soldiers strip every
inch of flesh from your bones while yet you breathe!’
‘Mmmm, raw boy,’ drooled Chomper. ‘Delicious
with Stabasco sauce!’
‘Gulp,’ I gulped. ‘Don’t forget napkins. I’d hate to
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leave a mess.’

Flung with force, the first berry bunch stung my
face. I was so starving, I devoured even the stems.
Twenty minutes later, I was full. Yet with
Bleakheart smirking down, I had to keep right on
gutsing. My tummy bloated as if a belly berry baby
was ready to burst free.
Feeling woozy, I tried to distract Bleakheart the
best way I knew: with words. ‘Um, Bleakie, maybe
letting me go might prove a better idea? I could
sabotage King Reg’s kar project for you? You know,
wreck it?’
‘Ha!’ Bleakheart roared with laughter. ‘We
bloodhorses LOVE the kar! The fool human king’s
fool project shall unite all horses: to WAR!’
‘War?’ How crazy. ‘Er… I guess you’ll be backing
the rebels?’
‘We back WAR!’ Bleakheart cackled again. ‘And
CHAOS! Rebels, king’s guards, farmers… all meat
tastes like meat. In stable times, our enemies unite in
their fear to keep us hungry. For some reason, we
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carnivorous horses have never scored too many party
invitations. Not that we care. But with the coming of
the kar, we shall skulk no more on the fringes of
civilisation, nibbling dung-lizards and vermin. Instead,
we bloodhorses shall dine on BATTLE-FIELDS!’
Yeah, like hairy ultra-vultures, I thought. Instead,
I said, ‘But if you want the kar to create chaos, you
should just… let me go. King Reg needs my help to
complete the kar!’
Bleakheart shrugged. ‘Chaos is important, but not
as much as my next meal. Finish your bucket of
berries, boy! Enough talking trickery. It’s this simple:
when you can eat no more, you shall in turn be eaten.
Already my stomach rumbles!’

Chapter 14

Hooves of
Doom

M

y first dribble of good luck.
The berry supply eased, probably because
the bloodhorses were ranging further and further into
the night to find more bushes. Slowly but steadily, I
shovelled berries into my berry-stained gob, and the
berry pile shrank. After an hour that seemed more
like ten, with my berry belly stretched to bursting point
and my sore tooth sorer than ever, I swallowed the
final, horrid berry. Couldn’t fit a flea down my throat
after that. But I’d caught up.
For now.
‘Full yet, human child?’ Bleakheart leered.
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‘No way,’ I half fake-smiled, half groaned. ‘I can
fit tons more in. But I might rest. You know, to help
my human digestion, the one you know so little about.’
Bleakheart advanced, eyes blazing. ‘I can fit TONS
more in also!’
I flinched. But he just snatched a dead leg from
the bone pile and strode to the tent entry, munching.
My eyes leaked dumb liquidy stuff. But on this stupid
world, who cared less about me?
A quarter-digested berry load rumbled up my
throat (along with three-quarters-digested apple,
ponybread and a stinky hint of purple fruit). Glancing
around to check no one was checking me, I heaved as
quietly as I could. Though a seasoned spewer, I feared
a big-eared bloodhorse might overhear my gurgling.
‘Urkle-blecch!’
Bleakheart roared at two guards, ‘Surely berries
cannot be so difficult to locate? They are just
vegetables! Aaaiee, small wonder we prefer meat!’
I burped. Now I had more tummy space, so I could
eat a little more. And live a little more. My second
good luck dribble.
‘Berries can’t even run away!’ Bleakheart ranted
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on. ‘They have no weapons! No brain! No
PROTEIN!’
The first grey light of dawn crept between the
tent flaps. I’d survived the longest night of my life.
I’d made it to breakfast. Yum (not). More berries for
me. And for the bloodhorses: me.
I needed an escape plan ASAP.
‘Chomper and the others are overdue,’ Bleakheart
raged at his entry guards. ‘I suspect foul horseplay.
Check outside. Kill any intruders. And fetch more
stupid berries! Take buckets!’
‘Aye, Bleakheart.’ The two guards bared their fangs
and bounded like cats through the tent flaps. Like
ugly, mutant cats carrying berry buckets, that is.
Bleakheart trotted to the circus tent corner where
half his bloodhorse gang lay snoring. ‘WAKE, you
lazy nags! Up, Rib-ripper!’
One stallion grizzled from his hay mattress. ‘But
Chief, haven’t we butchered enough for one night?’
Bleakheart replied with three kicks to the stallion’s
head. ‘You’ll butcher berry bushes if I bark so, Brainblender!’ That got the message through.
Meanwhile, I could just overhear a strange
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conversation outside the tent. I think the first voice
was one of the bloodhorse guards…
‘Who the…?’
‘I am Phanhorse, the Ghost Who Trots.’
DONK!
‘Would you like some berries for that bucket?’
‘What the…?’
‘How about a berry-all?’
‘Huh?’
TONK!
‘Oops. Looks like someone kicked the bucket.’
Silence.
More silence.
‘Guards?’ barked Bleakheart. ‘Knifejaw?
Meatbreath? Hello?’
The tent flap flew back revealing a masked horse,
grimed in sweat and tomato saucy stuff. I knew those
eyes! I just couldn’t believe my watery ones!
‘Franklin!?’
‘Ee’ah’ah,’ the masked horse replied weirdly (I
guess because of the pole he carried in his mouth).
What was his crazy game? Did he want to knock off
my head himself ?
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Bleakheart sure seemed amused. ‘A single human
king’s lackey?’ The stallion cackled while his remaining
horses gathered. ‘A puny vegetarian against my mighty
guard of meat-eating killers?’
One bloodhorse chuckled to his bloody-mouthed
mate, ‘And look, Stomach-muncher. He’s brought his
own toothpick!’
‘Aye, Spleen-sucker. We’ll ram that stick down his
throat and use it for spit-roasting!’
While the Bloodhorse Gang gloated, they sneakily
formed a semi-circle around Franklin. He didn’t blink.
Or fart. Only Bleakheart stood back. His bloodhorses
outnumbered Franklin seven to one. I would’ve
gulped, but my mouth was Sahara-dry.
Stomach-muncher lunged forward. The others
followed his lead.
I didn’t want to watch, but couldn’t help myself.
Franklin bowed his head. Was he surrendering?
Suddenly, he glanced up, causing his pole to rise
hard… right into Stomach’s chin.
CLONK!
Stomach went down, tripping other horses.
Franklin’s pole rebounded, right into Spleen’s spleen.
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STONK!
The pole whirled like a helicopter blade!
WHONK!
Another horse down. Another rebound.
KONK!
Triple back flip!
ZONK!
‘Behind you, Franklin!’ I cried.
Franklin back-kicked a sneaky bloodhorse right
where it hurt the most.
DRONK!
The bloodhorse sagged. (KA-BLONK!) By the
time he hit the ground, only Bleakheart and Franklin
remained standing.
‘Hrrm,’ muttered Bleakheart. ‘Vaguely impressive.’
Franklin dropped his pole. ‘I’ve little energy left,’
he puffed. Indeed, the poor bloke looked ready to
drop his whole bundle. ‘All I want is the boy. Save
yourself a bruising, Bleakheart.’
‘All I want,’ Bleakheart sneered, ‘is to eat your
arrogant HEART! I note it is YOU, servant of a
human, who has suffered much bruising already.’
Bleakheart advanced, jaws wide. ‘Your meat has been
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well tenderised. And I am the mightiest horse upon
Uponia! Bleakheart the Dread! NO CONTEST!’
Franklin smiled. ‘I admit your rancid breath is the
mightiest on Uponia.’
‘GRRR #%^&!!’
I don’t know what made me do it. I hopped behind
Bleakheart and pulled his stinky red tail.
Adolf Bleaker whirled around. ‘You desire to die
BEFORE your saviour, boy?’
Franklin took his cue. He side-kicked a vertical
tent beam, causing a horizontal beam to crash, right
on top of Bleakie’s skull!
PHONK!
The ground shook. The tent half-collapsed.
But Horse Vader still stood, albeit wobbly and
glassy-eyed. I followed up, whacking the ranga creep
with the leg bone he’d discarded.
Tink!
Bleakheart uttered in a dazed voice, ‘Oh, where
has my lady bloodhorse gone?’ Finally, he toppled.
‘Teamwork!’ I cried.
Franklin bit through my feet ropes. No more
hopping!
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I beamed. ‘You’re a bum-kicking Ninja Nag with
hooves of doom! Why didn’t I see that one coming?’
‘Climb upon my back,’ he said grimly. ‘No time
for your wrist ropes. We must flee before the
bloodhorses recover.’
Some groggily rose already.
Franklin wore a saddle, with my backpack neatly
tied on. I clambered up as swiftly as I could.
‘Ready?’ he asked.
‘Ready.’ I held on tight. ‘Go, Franklin!’
We thundered out of the sagging tent into the
beautiful, beautiful dawn.

Chapter 15

Not Quite
Eight Questions

I

had 1,000 questions for my white knight’s black
horse, but I couldn’t ask any while he galloped at
top speed. I could only hang on! Hang on, lean
forward uphill and backward down, my imagination
gnashing with angry bloodhorses hot on our tail
(which they probably were).
Faster, Franklin!
At least the rising sun warmed my body. I found
ponybread in Franklin’s saddle bag, and fed us both
on the hoof. The big guy never slackened, but
something about his rhythm felt not quite right; sort
of jerky, even struggling.
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We passed the dreaded ‘dangerous junction’ beside
the sky-river I’d ridden down from the Wonder.
Massacre Central. I shuddered. Two minutes later,
Franklin stopped and trotted back to the river. What
the…?
‘Please climb down, Erasmus,’ said Franklin. ‘We
must swim.’
‘I don’t feel like getting wet.’ I folded my arms.
‘Bleakheart has sent smoke signals. There are
bloodhorses on our trail and others ahead, waiting in
ambush. We must travel by current to throw them
off our scent. Swimming is our only hope of escape.’
‘Well, bloodhorsies are good sniffers… not to
mention scarily evil.’ I climbed down. ‘And I guess I
do need a bath. And I am wearing my boardies already.
But I’m going to ask questions while we dog paddle.
Don’t fret. I’ll limit them to eight.’
‘I too have a question.’ Franklin pushed into the
river. ‘What’s a dog?’
‘Ha ha.’ I launched. ‘Brrr. Okay, first question. How
the heck did you find me?’
Beneath his fur, Franklin’s face reddened. ‘I wanted
to follow you straight away, Erasmus. But first, I had
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to escape the King’s Third Horse Regiment. Next, I
had to learn how to swim. After three quick lessons
at the nearby Chookstroke Academy, I mastered back
floating and… thrashing my legs so I didn’t drown. I
followed your trail through the Great Horse Lake into
the western territories where I met a wise and regal
hen named Sanders. She helped me track the bloody
trail to Bleakheart’s hide tent. And to you.’
‘Interesting.’ I checked the moving shore, the
mountains rising spectrally beyond the forest. ‘Next
question. I know I’m no Uponian water expert, but
this river seems to be carrying us back the way we’ve
come, away from the Wonder. And therefore, away
from the castle, even deeper into bloodhorse territory. Is
that correct? If so, do you know what you’re doing??’
‘Yes. And I hope so.’
‘O… kay. Just checking. Next question. Number
three, because I’m allowed a few sub-questions. Why
did the King’s Regiment want to arrest you? You’ve
always acted loyal to Rego, at least in front of me.
Are you really a reb traitor?’
Franklin’s eyebrows bunched. ‘May I be frank?’
‘May I be Franklin?’
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‘I am indeed loyal, Erasmus. As to why this has
happened, I am... confused.’ Franklin shook his head,
swooshing water with his nose. ‘Perhaps Crook and
Hammerhoof are the rebels? No, they are too dense.
Perhaps King Reginald just wanted me out of the
picture, because he fears I may become a rallying
symbol to the rebels? Surely not.’
‘Surely not indeed,’ I snorted (splashing water up
one nostril). ‘No offence, big guy. You have some
surprising skills. But you’re still… Franky. Why would
you matter to the king?’
Franklin sighed. ‘Perhaps because I am the sole
surviving heir of the last Horse King? My ancestor
handed power to Reginald’s ancestor many years ago
to bring peace to Uponia. Reginald must know this
still gives me… influence.’
I was gob-smacked. ‘Now I need a new fourth
question. You’re a horse king? Like, a REAL king?’
Franklin nodded.
‘Well, that explains why you live in an old castle.
And maybe why King Reg is a tad paranoid. Though
I reckon Crook is more likely to be the real baddie. I
could imagine Crook twirling his mo and lying to
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Reginald about you. Kings are never baddies.’
‘That has always been my hope as well.’
‘But then, Crook and Hammerhoof are probably
bloodhorse poop by now. Huh. You know, sometimes
Uponia is like a detective story with too many clues.
And none of that explains question five. Why did
you come back for me? Didn’t King Reg ordering
your arrest frazzle even your sense of duty?’
‘Protecting you goes beyond my duty to the king,
Erasmus. You are a child on an alien world. If my
daughter Jessica were somehow… zapped to your
planet, I like to imagine a responsible adult with decent
values would become her protector. Perhaps your
father?’
‘Yeah,’ I grumbled. ‘My dad’s a sucker for lost,
sick or road-kill animals. He’d adopt Jessie like a shot.’
‘So it is with me. I have no choice. I am what I am.
On every world there must surely be creatures who
strive to do what is right.’
‘Yeah, and others who strive to do wrong.’ I tried
not to smile. ‘Still, I sort of get your point. You’re
like Big Daddy to everyone. And I’m like that granny
chook whose skull you wouldn’t step on.’
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Franklin smiled. ‘Erasmus, believe me, you are
nothing like any granny hen I have met. And I prefer
to think of you as my friend.’
‘That’s… good. I think. And while we’re being all
nicey-nice, there’s something I wanted to add, you
know, about you rescuing me from becoming boy
satay, even though I called you a fart-head 333 times.
Um…’ I gulped. ‘What’s that grateful word again?’
Franklin’s smile widened. ‘Thanks?’
‘Yeah.’ I cleared my throat. ‘That’s the one,
Franklin… ta.’ Woo, felt almost dizzy after that. Never
said such a thing and actually meant it before!
I slapped my cheeks to clear the happy fog. ‘Okay,
enough soppiness. On to question six. Why didn’t
you tell me you could fight like a Tasmanian Devil
after five bowls of Weety Brix?’
‘Perhaps because you’ve never heard my full title.’
Franklin smiled again. ‘For I am the King’s Prime
Equine, Fastest Horse and Horse Fu Master, octagon
black belt, and a follower of the Eq–’
‘Yeah, yeah. Personally, I think King Reg should
send an ARMY of Horse Fu Manchu Masters to blow
away those evil b-horses forever!’
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‘Erasmus, consider what you say. Why do you
believe bloodhorses are evil? Because they eat meat?
Or because you do not like the meat they eat?’
‘What are you saying I’m saying?’
‘I do not support the actions of Bleakheart. Nor
do I not support them. He is what he is. In times of
peace and order, bloodhorse savagery sentences them
to the wild country. Our borders are usually better
guarded. But it seems the king has new priorities.’
I chin-scratched. ‘Next thing you’ll be saying the
rebels aren’t dirty traitors.’
‘Rebels fight for their beliefs. As does the king. As
we all do what we must do, in our own ways.’
‘Franklin, you have a way of making the
complicated sound easy and the easy… ver y
complicated. No surprise you liked croney Sanders.
Okay, question seven. I’m sure you’re having the time
of your life with me. But don’t you miss your little
Jessie, even a bit?’
Franklin did something that made me wish I’d shut
my gob for once. He blubbered! ‘It is true I must
work and earn and fulfil duties that separate me from
my family, often for weeks on end. But my heart always
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remains with Jessie and Marindi. I miss them, every
minute of every day we are separated, until it feels as
if my chest will burst.’
I couldn’t look. It was too embarrassing even
hearing a grown horse cry. Still, his sobs made me
think… ‘I wonder if my dad–’
‘Shh!’ Franklin hissed, suddenly serious. ‘To me!’
Now what? I paddled to Franklin’s flank and held
on. He twisted his head towards me, his ears flattened,
his nostrils just above water, making his far side appear
featureless, like a log from the dark forest. I peered
over his neck. On the opposite shore, a dozen plus
bloodhorses galloped upriver! I ducked, and held my
breath. I could almost feel them eyeballing Franklin.
I hoped they couldn’t see as keenly as they smelt.
I didn’t ask any more questions for a long time
after that (let alone burp or fart (even though some
of Franklin’s answers were a tad hard to believe
(though not that last one))).
I didn’t mind. I had plenty to think about.

Chapter 16

Crippled

A

ll day we drifted Blood River. Franklin eyed every
crossing and distant smoke signal headline like
he’d become a crazy horse. After soggy lunch, I
became bored and dozed off. I awoke, stiff and
grumpy, my sore tooth aching again.
‘Why are we drifting so far?’ I grizzled. ‘Aren’t those
snow tops the Bloodhorse Mountains? Hello??’
‘You are correct, Erasmus. But I believe drifting
is our best option. Bleakheart wants our heads. Also,
our internal organs. His bloodhorses hunt for us in
mobs. This way at least masks our scents. Plus I hope
Bleakheart will not suspect us travelling into his
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territory by such a sideways path.’
‘Plus you hope?’ I frowned. ‘Hey, why should we
be worried anyway, ninja boy? You can outrun
bloodhorses and outfight them!’
Franklin winced. ‘I didn’t want you to worry,
Erasmus, but… I failed to dodge every bloodhorse
kick. One smashed a vertebrae low on my back. When
you rode me, the pain was almost more than I could
bear. I fear I will become crippled if any human larger
than you ever climbs upon my back. As for my Horse
Fu fighting skills, they are… much reduced.’
‘Crippled?’ I cried. ‘Surely not. I mean, can’t a vet fix
your back?’
‘I’m afraid not.’ Franklin smiled sadly. ‘I know my
old body.’
‘But that’s terrible! How will you work?’
‘If I can still pull, I can be a plough horse.’ Franklin
tried to look optimistic. ‘That is, unless kars can
somehow replace plough horses?’ He half-chuckled
at the absurdity of the idea.
I gulped and thought of tractors, combine
harvesters and produce trucks. Those inventions
would follow swiftly, right after… kars. A strange
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feeling gnawed at the edge of my thoughts.
Guilt.
I’d already caused so much bother to Franklin
(made him an absent parent!). Now I’d wrecked the
rest of his life as well. Kars would turn this mellow
Superdad into an angry, unemployed relic, like Uncle
Bob’s horses. There’d be no more pumpkin pie for
brave old Franky Boy. Or even teeth to eat pies with.
He’d probably have to sell his chompers just to feed
Marindi and Jessie.
Poor little Jessie! Just the thought of Franklin’s
feisty foal doubled my gloom.
But Franklin’s just an animal. A horse.
Yeah, an animal who risked his life to save mine!
A family horse who might end up a cripple!
But you didn’t make dumb Franklin come to your rescue.
Nor did he seem too worried how this news might cripple you!
With GUILT!
‘Erasmus?’ Franklin interrupted my misery.
‘Can you do me a favour?’ I gulped. ‘Erasmus is a
name that has caused me the odd moment or seven
of pain on Earth. Not every bully appreciates I’m
named after some historic foreign bloke. And my dad
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only calls me Erasmus when I’m in trouble. But my
mates–’
‘Mates?’
‘Mates are like extra special friends. Anyway, the
name reserved for my mates is… Raz.’ I gulped again.
‘Razz?’
‘One zed. I wouldn’t mind if you called me that.’ I
shrugged. ‘You know, if you want.’
‘I’d be honoured to be your mate, Raz.’
‘You would, huh?’ I tried not to smile. ‘Cool.’
Shut up, stupid voice of Uncle Bob in head.

Late afternoon. Franklin turned to me. ‘Raz? It’s
time. We must swim to the shore.’
‘At last. I’m f… f… freezing!’
Beyond a short stretch of forest rose a series of
red-stained peaks. ‘Take a last drink, Raz,’ said
Franklin. ‘We must walk and climb far.’
‘Oh j… j… joy,’ I shivered.
Our trail twisted up the tallest peak. It was steep,
hard climbing.
‘This is… puff… crazy,’ I whinged. ‘This peak is
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a… wheeze… dead end! It’ll be OUR dead end if the
bloodhorses corner us up here! Puff gasp wheeze!’
Franklin didn’t slow. ‘This narrow path will be
easier to defend than open territory.’
‘You ever see the movie… gasp… ‘Butch Casualty
and the Break… pant… dance Kid’? I suspect you
have… air… a suicidal streak!’
It was dark by the time we reached the summit, a
rocky plateau. Dark and frosty. I put on all my clothes,
wrapped my towel around my head, sniffed Jessie’s
now-dried flowers and scoffed the last of the
ponybread.
Franklin foraged brown grass and sat on the cliff
edge, keeping a watchful eye on the trail below.
Breathing ice crystals, I snuggled against his belly.
Franklin wrapped his legs around me. It was like a
hug, but... not a hug. He stank too, but nowhere near
as bad as Bleakheart’s pile of bones.

I awoke to the sun on low beam, my head resting
on a saddle. Felt like I’d been asleep for days. I yawned
and stretched.
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‘I’m glad you are awake.’ Franklin trotted over. ‘I
have gathered food.’
‘My favourite.’ I grimaced. ‘Berries.’
Franklin gazed at the far horizon. ‘According to
the latest smoke news, Whizman has figured out the
king’s kar requires a mysterious liquid to run properly.
Since you are missing, presumed dead, Whizman’s
team has been working 37 hours a day to discover the
correct liquid.’
I nodded. Just as I figured.
Franklin raised his head to the sky. ‘PHOO-EE!’
he bellowed.
‘Are you nuts?’ I cried. ‘You want every bloodhorse
in the neighbourhood to know we’re here?’
‘Bloodhorses are already climbing this peak.
PHOO-EE! I’m phoning a friend. PHOO-EE!’
‘Why didn’t you say so?’ I jumped up. ‘And it’s cooee, not phoo-ee. Don’t you even know how to call
proper– Yeeh!’
My backwards jump set a personal record.
A house-sized… thing… dropped from the sky and
landed right next to Franklin. Its gale-force wing-beats
blew the sleep from my eyes. But rather than panic,
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Mr Horse Fu just smiled at the hulking freak.
‘So glad you could make it!’
I hid behind Franklin’s bum, admittedly a
dangerous hiding place. ‘This is a phoo-ee?’
‘This is a roccor.’ Franklin smiled on. ‘An old mate
of mine. Phooey doesn’t speak.’
‘An admirable animal quality.’
‘Phooey can understand us.’ Franklin’s words
carried a warning tone. ‘She can also write messages
and always carries a texta to communicate with, but
only for emergencies. Phooey, meet Raz.’
I poked my head out. ‘Uh, g’day.’ The giant bird
had a wingspan the length of two buses and giblets
like a rack of scarlet wetsuits. Her van-sized head was
mostly beak, jaw and ancient TV-sized eyes. Along
her back ran two ridges that formed a carrying
compartment, half-loaded with… red rocks?
Franklin followed my gaze. ‘Roccors eat rocks, but
only special ones. They fly for many miles to quarry
these peaks with their crushing beaks and return to
their nests to feed their hungry roccor littlies.’
‘Newsflash, Franklin.’ I waved my arms. ‘I’m a
human littlie. I’m not a rock, or a roccor! Or a big red
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rock-eater!’
‘Of course not. Phooey is going to fly us back to
King Reginald’s kingdom.’
‘She is?’ Gob-smacked again. ‘How did we score
such a lucky break?’
‘Phooey and her flock roost in my old castle
grounds every winter when they fly east. In return, I
receive a free flight for two per year, not including
departure tax.’
‘So we’re supposed to FLY ON HER BACK?
Yeah, right.’ I gulped and lowered my voice. ‘You sure
she only eats rocks?’
‘Roccors are from the chicken family. Strictly
rocktarian.’
‘Uh-oh.’ I pointed down the trail. ‘I hope the
Phooster doesn’t need a long runway. Coz
bloodhorses are surging up the trail!’
‘It’s time, Phooey,’ said Franklin. ‘Let us pray there
is enough updraft! Come, Raz.’
He didn’t have to call twice. I ran. Phooey knelt
so Franklin and I could climb onto her ridged back.
A few red boulders rolled, but I didn’t feel peckish.
Phooey rose to her feet in a mega wobbly way.
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She raised her giant wings, up and up, before dropping
them with a sigh and a WHOMP!
‘Is that supposed to be flapping?’ I cried.
Bloodhorses stormed onto the plateau, nostrils
flaring!
Phooey hefted her wings a second time.
‘Get in a flap, Phooey!’
WHOMP!
Franklin kicked red rocks at the bloodhorses. I
threw the ones I could lift. Some horses staggered,
but many more surged forward. Dozen upon dozen.
Phooey flapped a third time, donking the leading
bloodhorses with her wings. She lurched forward.
Towards the cliff!
Bloodhorses gnashed at her rising wings. Feathers
flew.
I hid behind red rocks.
Franklin beat back b-horses with Phooey’s texta.
And the owner of the texta? She staggered like a
70-tonne lemming… right off the cliff edge!
I clenched ridge and prayed to every god I could
think of. God. Jesus. Buddha. Allah. Ganesha. Mars,
the Bar God.
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We fell.
Fast!
Phooey flapped.
Slower!
Zeus. Ra. Galactus. Um… Great Bird!
Phooey swooped into the valley, skimmed across
tree tops and, finally, rose with the angle of a
mountain. She looped back above the bloodhorses.
They hurled bones and curses.
I hurled mock kisses and red rocks.
‘Bombs away, Phooey!’ I cheered.
Franklin smiled a tired smile.
Phooey’s Easter Island head strained.
‘Let your bum rip!’ I encouraged. ‘Let those poor
hungry bloodhorsies eat giant chicken Phooey poo!
Want dessert? Eat your own bum, Bleakheart!’

Chapter 17

Air Phooey
(Sad Farewells)

‘P

hooey, you rule!’
The view was brain-bending. Flying open air
on a giant dinosaur chook made the scary forest and
river below seem almost… scenic.
I turned to Franklin. ‘I thought King Reg said you
were the fastest transport in Uponia. Sorry mate, but
this rockin’ roccor is way racier!’
Franklin smiled. ‘Indeed, though such transport
options are not available to human royals. Ever since
King Reginald the 36th fell from a roccor and burst
his spleen, humans have been forbidden from riding
the ancient birds.’
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‘Dumb humans don’t know what they’re missing.
This even beats the Wonder Ride!’
As I amped, from the horizon rose the Wonder
of Uponia itself. Himself?? Herself ??? That upsidedown lake of winged horses held more surprises than
Lady Gaga’s wardrobe. I frowned. Had King R
discovered the secret of the dark liquid that formed
the Wonder pony’s mane and other features? Would
that secret be the price for my safe return home??
One black-circled great pony eye flickered, as if
glancing towards me.
I had to look away.
Franklin slumped on a pile of rubble next to
Phooey’s texta. Lost in his noble thoughts, he gazed
at his beloved Wonder.
I had to look away from him too.
There was something odd about the land beyond
the Wonder. It looked… naked. I jolted. The forests
were gone! Black smoke wended skyward. At the
shrinking tree-line, specks toiled. I pointed to a dark
ribbon. ‘Is that the Trans-Uponian Highway?’
‘It is indeed.’ Franklin spoke softly. ‘But changed.’
The highway glistened with freshly laid tar. To
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create more direct routes, chunks had been hacked
from mountain flanks and valleys filled with rubble. I
was a fan of progress, but progress did look strangely
ugly from up here, from God’s perspective (and Great
Bird’s).
‘The kar brings many changes to my world,’ said
Franklin.
I bristled. ‘Don’t you try and guilt me out about
the kar! I’m onto that trick. Maybe the kar will wreck
your world. A tad. But sooner or later someone was
going to invent it! I just… brought it sooner. It’s not
my fault and it’s not my problem! Besides, I made a
deal with King Reg. I need his inventing team to repair
my zapp machine so I can go home, which I actually
miss. A lot. I’m just trying to be… honourable. Surely
you can understand that?’
‘I respect your honour, Raz. And your reasons.’
‘You’re so annoyingly… unannoyable.’ I was mad,
but not really at Franklin. ‘Are you so stupid you can’t
see what’s going to happen? When every human owns
a running kar, you’ll be out of a job and so will every
other horse on Uponia!’
Franklin smiled strangely. ‘No invention can
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change the inner horse.’
‘Typical noble, vague answer,’ I muttered. ‘Okay.
Then why do you help me? You should want to kick
off my head! I thought you couldn’t be trusted, but I’m
the one who’s told all the fibs! From my black eye to
my black heart to beyond the black stump, I’ve fibbed!
I’m not even a prince. I’m just a little Aussie battler
who hates battling.’ My voice shook with emotion.
‘I’m like Uponia’s cane toad, an evil alien invader
tearing apart your environment. And families!
Bringing unemployment. And crippling injury! You
should hate me!!’
And still Franklin didn’t get mad. ‘I could never
hate you, Raz. Beneath your shield of sometimes
immature or hurtful words, I see the brave and loving
boy. Your heart is far from black! Every day, you
confront inner demons, becoming more honest and
worthy of my respect. Yet even if you were as you
describe, I could never desert you. The king entrusted
me to guard you, and that is my duty.’
‘But this may be your LAST duty ever!’
‘Then I shall complete it as honourably as all my
tasks before. You see, Raz, I am a horse, a true follower
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of the Equine Way. That means I never lie, never go
back on my word, never become drunk, swear, or
bully. I also–’
I butted in. ‘Yeah, yeah, you’re a real party Franklin.
You know your problem, horsy? You have too much
pride. But you can’t eat pride!’
‘Indeed,’ smiled Franklin. ‘I prefer pumpkin pie.’
With that, the horse passed out on his pile of rocks.
He looked more unconscious than asleep. The poor
guy had sacrificed so much for me. And how did I
repay him? By whining about his stinkiness and
thinking him a bully who couldn’t be trusted, when
that was really a better description of me: Erasmus
‘Jerk Boy’ James.
Would my dad be proud of what I’d achieved on
Uponia? Was I?? The wind stung my eyes to tears.
I dug out my towel blanket from my backpack
and tucked it around Franklin’s tummy to keep part
of him warm at least.
He didn’t miss much. The view only worsened as
we flew on. Specks crawled in columns along the
darkly sparkling highway. The landscape became so
scarred I could no longer look at anything (except
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the palms of my hands, pressed against my face).

I gently shook Franklin awake. I had no choice.
Big Bird was angling towards the ground. I couldn’t
see any castle.
‘Ah…’ Franklin took in the landscape with sleepy
eyes. ‘Phooey will fly no deeper into the king’s land,
not since her cousin Shpewy returned home from an
encounter with king’s archers bearing seven crossbow
arrows in her wings. Plus 36 in her bottom.’
‘Ouch.’
Phooey touched down near a stand of tree stumps,
shaking loose a few red rocks. I helped Franklin to
the ground.
Phooey crunched stray rocks.
‘Thank you, old friend,’ said Franklin. ‘My regards
to your flock.’
‘I’m glad you didn’t need your texta, Phooey,’ I
smiled (and imagined how many thousand buckets
of BFC she could turn into).
Still crunching, Phooey lurched into her flapping
take-off at half the speed of a holidaying sloth. We
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stood back. Five minutes later, she left the ground.
Just.
‘I’m going to miss that chook,’ I joked as my hair
whip-cracked.
Lines of people, horses and chickens marched,
heads bowed, carrying mufflers, radiators and other
kar components along the freshly black-topped
highway. Smoke rose from a familiar inn.
‘That’s the place we slept our first night on the
road!’ I cried. ‘Man, that seems a lot of chapters ago!’
‘Yes, our journey is almost done. The Treaty Inn
is but a half day’s walk from the castle.’
I took a deep breath and turned to Franklin. ‘Time
for us to say goodbye.’
‘Goodbye?’ Franklin’s forehead wrinkles bunched.
‘But I have yet to return you–’
‘You’ve done more than your share, Mr Equine. I
can easily find my way back to the castle from here.
But if you come too, you’ll just end up arrested again.
Not even Horse Fu Franklin can fight all the king’s
horses and all the king’s men!’
‘But I–’
‘But you nothing. Go home to your family,
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Franklin. Your charming wife and too-cute daughter
love and miss you more than you know, you know.
Especially little Jessie Junior. Say g’day to them both…
you know, from me.’ My rebel eyes misted.
‘I shall.’ Franklin smiled at me with fatherly pride.
‘You are brave indeed, Raz of Earth. Truly a prince
in spirit, if not in reality.’
‘Heck, I know that. Who else could lose half their
nostril hairs sucking down your fart fumes and live to
laugh about it?’
Franklin chortled too. ‘I pray that is the worst
danger you face! Listen carefully. You must enter the
back door of the Treaty Inn. You remember the inn
keeper, Harsha? He will look after you. It is but a
short ride to the castle. Thus…’ Franklin paused. ‘I
have fulfilled my duty to you, and to the human king.
My duties to Reginald end from this moment, for as
long as I remain under arrest, anyway. But my
friendship with you Raz, my mateship, will endure.
Forever. That I promise.’ The black horse reared and
lightly touched my shoulder with his front left hoof.
‘Please take care, Raz.’
‘I’ll take that, along with my gold. Don’t worry
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about me, Franky. I’ll be cool as snow and right as
rain. I plan to sort out everything with King Reg. I
know his type. He’s an easily conned pussycat.’
Franklin returned to all fours. I punched his
shoulder. ‘Ouch,’ he exaggerated. ‘I know you will
make the correct decisions, Raz. If I had but arms,
I… I would hug you.’
‘You dads are all the same,’ I laughed and decided,
Why not? He’d earned one. Who cared what Uncle
Bob would think? I reached out and hugged that big,
stupid stallion. I have to admit, it did feel kind of
nice.
Like, a lot.
‘And Franklin… you know… thanks again, mate.’
I didn’t really cry. ‘And look after that vertebrake!’

Chapter 18

Inkomplete

I

met Harsha at the back of the Treaty Inn, just like
Franklin said. The big grey sat me at a booth and
brought me dinner. Who was I to refuse such Uponian
horse-pitality? It seemed I actually had learned to trust
horses (at least, the ones who offered me free tucker).
‘What a shame I missed Franklin,’ Harsha tutted
as he laid out plates of tucker. ‘Did you know his
king horse ancestor signed a treaty at this very inn?’
‘Yeah, yeah.’ I gorged.
The stallion continued, ‘King Reginald’s ancestor
also signed the Great Handover Treaty here, as did
the Chicken Queen, Sanders.’
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‘Munch,’ I replied. ‘I think I met one of Sanders’
descendants.’
‘If so, you met THE Sanders.’ Harsha horselaughed. ‘Same one then as now. Did you know she’s
3,637 years young?’
‘Crunch. Doesn’t look a day over 3,000. Gobble.’
Was half this planet royalty?
‘The chicken and horse rulers both ceded power
to Reginald’s ancestor. That means they stopped being
kings and queens. In return, King Reginald the 53rd
swore to do all in his power to uphold peace. For the
most part, human kings since that time have been
good men. But now is a time for brave individuals–’
‘Fascinating,’ I chewed. ‘Pass the soy sauce please.’
‘Hey, I recognise that voice!’
A man poked his head around the booth corner.
His eyes flew wide.
‘You’re that boy!’ he uttered.
‘You’re Guard One!’ I recognised him from that
night by the fire. Brrr.
‘I’m Jumpy, sole survivor of the King’s Third
Horse Regiment. And I just arrived here by fastest
horse. How’d you possibly–’
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‘You’re Guard One,’ I corrected him. ‘You’re just
a minor character. You don’t deserve a name. Whereas
I’m Erasmus James.’
‘Wrong.’ The guard smirked. ‘I’m Jumpy. And
you’re under arrest!’
Harsha stepped forward, as if ready to rumble.
‘Under this roof, I shall not allow–’
‘It’s cool.’ I held back the stallion with my pie-free
hand. ‘I want to see the king. But I might take some
of this papaya quiche for the journey, if that’s cool…’
I didn’t want to be blindfolded and tied for the
horse ride to the castle. But I was. Smoke signals
drifted skyward, announcing my return. Ooh, big
news. Boy with secret returns. Smoke it up. Though I
could see nothing the whole way, my nostrils crinkled
at the mixed stench of fresh tar and new factories at
full production. I heard no laughter.
Luckily, like Franklin said, it was a short ride. At
the throne room entrance my blindfold was finally
torn away. Surrounded by guards, I hopped in (my
legs still tied), blinking. Nothing much had changed,
though there were a few less horses and the chicken
lights seemed dimmer (or maybe that was just my eyes)
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(or their chicken intelligence).
King Reginald still played my hand-held game. Boy,
he’d sure scored value for his gold on that trade (yeah,
right). Reg sat cross-legged on his human throne
dressed in… a pink ball gown! complete with pearls!
lipstick! overdone make-up! and his hair in curlers! I
tried not to giggle at his Drag Racer-inspired style, or
at the humans around him, wearing gaudy dresses too.
Did they actually believe such hideous clothing could
be in fashion on any planet?
FREAK SHOW!
Jumpy the guard stepped forward nervously. ‘Your
Majesty, I present to you… the boy!’
‘Prince Erasmus,’ I corrected him.
‘Somewhat late.’ The king’s eyeballs rolled.
‘Guards, execute this guard. His horse, too.’
That sounded a tad harsh. ‘It was the bloodhorses,
King Reginald!’ I protested. ‘Jumpy didn’t–’
‘Silence!’ The king roared.
Guards dragged whimpering Jumpy away.
‘You used to call me by my name,’ I muttered.
‘I said, “Silence’!” Reginald patted his wig. ‘The time
for charades is past. I am on a deadline! Every day my
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workers create more highways, more factories, more
kars. But they do not run as they run on my game!’
The king waved my ex-LameBoy, revealing his purplepainted nails. ‘They do not run at all! Tell me the
secret–’
‘Raz’ma!’ A familiar voice interrupted.
‘Jessie?’
Franklin’s cutie daughter bustled out from behind
one of two green curtains. Guards pounced and held
the little gal.
‘Me not scared of bad king in skirt!’ Jessie cried.
‘Good girl! How’s Karl the Koala?’
‘Ko’la Kaal–’
‘You KNOW this rebel spawn?’ The king spat.
I said, ‘Franklin’s no reb! And Jessie’s just a foal.’
‘Pah! Traitor Franklin has filled your head with
lies! Last night, the evil horse himself organised rebel
attacks on my front AND rear bumper bar factories!
Just to free imprisoned workers!’
‘Franklin couldn’t have! He was with me!’
‘Silence! The case against Franklin is simple. He
IS the rebel leader! He resents me because I am a
fabulous king, while he, despite his supposed royal
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past, is nothing more than my glorified errand pony!
Who ELSE could the leader be? No other could attack
with such speed! It is as if he is TWO horses!!’
‘You’re wrong!’
‘Silence! It is too late for the rebels anyhow! I have
maximum guards at key factories, and kars ready to
roll! Franklin cannot harm me. Not now I have his
daughter as… insurance.’ Reg clapped.
Guards in ball gowns rolled a kar into the throne
room. An exact HQ clone, shiny and new.
‘Bravo.’ I added a dash of sarcasm to my word.
‘But how does it RUN?’ King Reg ranted.
‘Without… being pushed?’
‘You’re mean and not saying please.’ I shrugged.
‘And I’m just a boy. How would I know?’
Lip curling, King Reg suddenly looked mean
indeed. ‘Did you forget our trade? Or do you want
me to keep your zapp machine so you can never return
home?? Never see your precious balding dadda???’
‘Alright…’ I grumbled. ‘I’ll tell you. But I’ll need
the original kar plan sketch.’
Reg clapped again. His inventor Whizman scuttled
out with my HQ plans and a pen.
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‘Hello? I can’t write with tied-up hands.’
Whizman produced scissors and snipped my
bonds. I snatched his pen and plans and spun him
around to draw on his bony back. ‘There was a vital
element missing from the original design… for
security reasons. Have you any other colours?’
‘Black will do,’ hissed Rude Reggie.
While I drew, I thought of Franklin and his…
condition. Of all I saw from Phooey’s back. Of oaths
to maintain peace. Of home (again), and how I wanted
to get back there more than (almost) anything…
‘There, and there.’ I pocketed the pen and pushed
Whizman away. ‘Finished!’
‘Fabulous!’ King Reginald drooled greedily. ‘Now
show me! Show me!’
I moseyed over with my picture of Reg’s kar. It
was now attached by reins to a team of crudely
scrawled horses. Sporting white diamonds on black
throats, the horses proudly grinned.
I grinned too. It was my best drawing ever.

Chapter 19

Oil’s Not Well

K

ing Reg stared blankly at my drawing.
‘It’s, um, a chariot,’ I said. ‘A sort of… horsedrawn kar.’
‘What?’ The king roared. ‘A HORSE-DRAWN
KAR?’ Dribble lines gnawed through the make-up
on his chin. ‘I destroyed half my kingdom for THIS?
I’ll be a laughing stock! I’ll NEVER rid my kingdom
of stupid horses!’
‘Tough titties,’ cried Jessie.
‘The child lies!’ Whizman jabbed his finger at my
sketch. ‘I have read all the kar information. What this
vehicle needs to spring to life is a magical liquid called
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petrol! Derived from something called oil!’
‘Oh, oil.’ My mind raced. ‘Heh, oil is just another
word for… a slippery chariot?’
‘Ha!’ Whizman shook his bony head. ‘I am sure
oil is a liquid. We have tested many, including mercury,
Brussels sprout thick-shake and rodent urine. But
most test liquids not only fail, they ruin our test kars.
Sire, we urgently need oil!’
‘OIL?’ Reginald boomed. ‘Does my kingdom
possess such a substance? Tell me, alien child!’
‘Make me.’
‘So be it.’ The king’s mouth twisted into a smile.
‘Pull back the other curtain!’
At the throne room rear, guards yanked back the
second curtain, revealing a tunnel. Gagged and tied
to a chair, sat…
‘Dad!’ I cried. ‘You’re here?’ I tried to run to him,
but king’s guards seized my arms and jerked me back.
‘Mmmph!’ Dad yelled against his gag. So that’s how
Reg knew Dad was balding!
‘Dad!’ He looked bruised, as if beaten up. Fighting
back tears, I stink-eyed the king. ‘If you’ve hurt my
old man–’
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‘Silence! Of course I have hurt him. And shall
continue to do so. Let’s say, chop off his arms and
legs? And roll him in salt? Perfect. That is… unless
you give me the formula for oil. This time, no horseplay!’
‘That’s blackmail!’
‘Indeed.’ King Reg smiled a garish, lipsticked smile.
‘Well?’
I looked down. ‘Bring me another pen and paper.
I’ll write exactly what you need to know.’
‘Of course.’
I had no choice.
‘Mmmmmph!’
‘Bad king!’ Jessie squeaked. ‘My dadda will kick
your bu… bottom!’

Guards dragged me through stone corridors and
shoved me into a cell. The door clanged shut. My
accommodation was gloomy and stinky, with two
lumpy beds and a pee bucket in between (gross!). My
nose wrinkled.
My brain whirred from what I’d just done. And
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seen. If King Reg wasn’t a baddie, he sure stretched
the definition of being a goodie!
The door scraped open. Guards shoved my
battered dad through. I caught him as he stumbled
and helped lower him onto a bunk. We sort of hugged
on the way down.
The door clanged shut. I removed Dad’s gag and
babbled, ‘Ohdadican’tbelieveitcanyou? I’vesomuchtotellyoui–’
‘Slow down, Raz.’ Dad smiled. ‘It’s terrific to see
you. My, you’ve grown!’
‘My, you’ve shrunk!’
‘Prison food. Good for dieting.’
‘I think we both miss having a Vietnamese
restaurant on the corner! But... have you missed me?’
I asked casually.
‘Only every minute of every day we’ve been
separated!’ My dad laughed, hand on his chest.
Hmm. Looked like he meant it. Just as well!
Dad continued, ‘We’ve a lot of catching up to do,
Raz.’
‘And not much time to do it. But I bags telling my
story first! Hang on to your remaining hair!’
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Dad laughed, and winced.
I told him everything (well, mostly everything (and
mostly the truth, too)). About how I’d zapped to
Uponia… for a science experiment (no, he didn’t
believe that one). How I’d done the Royal Haggle
with King Reg, scoring gold I’d yet to see. How I
travelled via Franklin to the Great Wonder of Uponia.
Dad was extra-interested in the upside-down water
pony, from a scientific point of view.
‘It’s the economic point of view that matters, Dad,’
I interrupted his interruption. ‘And the environmental
one. Don’t you see, the black river that forms the
Wonder’s mane, tail and eye is OIL! Easily available
oil, vital for King Reg’s kars to be able to drive on the
newly tarred Trans-Uponian Highway!’
‘Good gravy.’
‘Yeah, great gravy, Dad. When King Reg plunders
that oil, he’ll destroy the Wonder, which is, like, sacred
to at least a third of the planet, not to mention home
to a race of winged rainbow horses who probably
can’t live anywhere else (though I personally wouldn’t
miss them, or their purple fruit). It’ll be a disaster for
Uponia! It already is, almost… and it’s… sort of…
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my fault.’
‘Double good gravy, Raz. But you mustn’t blame
yourself.’
Scrape!
Two stone bowls slid through the door slit. Mutant
flies seemed more interested in my festering slop than
I did, though Dad ripped into his.
‘Yum, there’s crunchy ginger in here!’ he amped.
‘Wait, no, that’s cockroach legs.’
I continued my story. I told Dad about the Wonder
ride. Up. And down. About Sanders, Hammerhoof
and Crook. About Bleakheart’s bloodhorses (though
I skimmed over the gory bits a bit, because I know he
can be a Worry Dad). About Franklin’s rescue and
Phooey’s flight. And on, all the way back to the king’s
demand to score the good oil on oil.
My dad looked freshly shaken from a dream. ‘So,
you told the king about oil?’
‘I wrote down the ingredients, yes. I had to! To
save your limbs!! It wasn’t just about the gold!!!’
My dad flushed and trembled with rare anger. ‘You
should never have been forced to make such a cruel
choice… Waitasecond. Did you just say “ingredients”?
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Oil is created naturally underground over millions of
years, sometimes bubbling up. It doesn’t need
ingredients.’ My dad paused. ‘Did you tell Reginald the
truth about oil?’
‘I wrote what Reg needed to know. But maybe not
what he wanted to know.’ I strode laps of the cell. ‘Well,
I couldn’t let the Wonder be destroyed! Besides, once
Reg knows how easy it is to seize oil, maybe he might
just… execute us? So I sort of forgot to mention the
Wonder oil. Instead, I handed Whizman a list of fake
ingredients. I knew it would take him a few days to
assemble them.’
‘Oh, Erasmus…’
‘Hey, I bought us some time.’ I shrugged. ‘Sure
enough, King Reg threw us in prison. He has to keep
us alive, at least until he figures out I’ve hoaxed him.’
‘Then he’ll be extra mad!’
I fluffed my reeky pillow. ‘Anyway, that’s my story
up to date. Even if you don’t like it.’
‘Hmm. You’re still in trouble for stealing my
portable zapp machine. I’ll work out a punishment
later.’ My dad tried to look all serious, before breaking
into a grin. ‘But I’m still proud of what you did. Your
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story is remarkable! You have grown in more than
height, and I’ve never loved you so much.’ He paused,
as if waiting for me to say something nice back. ‘Ahem.
Anyway, now it’s my turn.’ Dad rubbed his hands
together crazily. ‘Raz, I guarantee my story of how I
came to be here will take your mind off all your
worries! And turn it inside out in the process!’
‘I think I’m beyond surprising, Dad.’ I yawned
from my bunk. ‘But rant away anyway.’

Chapter 20

Dungeon
Brain

‘I

completely freaked out!’
My dad always liked a dramatic story start. He
winced as he waved his sore arm, and settled on his
bunk to begin again. ‘When I discovered you hadn’t
slept in your bed, I became super worried. I called
the police. But then I noticed your backpack and my
portable zapp machine were missing, and I knew the
cops couldn’t help. Only I could find my son…’
He paused before continuing. ‘You had evidently
zapped. The problem was: where? There are an almost
infinite number of zapp stars, let alone planets. So I
pulled apart my main zapp machine to try and fix
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your location. Inside, I discovered something amazing!
My invention does not transport a person to other
planets, as I first believed. Rather, it opens to other
worlds… inside the human mind!’
‘Say what?’ I sat up on my bunk.
‘There is a tiny gland inside every human brain.
Inside the cortex vortex swirls something remarkable:
a near-limitless number of worlds! All nanoscopic in
size, which is like microscopic in size to something
microscopic in size. Each zapp world is unique,
created by the mix of fears and dreams that exist inside
every human subconscious, a realm of mystery to
scientists even today.’ My dad noticed my doubtful
face. ‘For proof, you surely noted the coincidence that
most of the creatures on Uponia speak English? With
Australian accents? Often even with Raz-like
expressions?’
‘Actually, I did.’ I rubbed my forehead. ‘So, we’re
inside, like… my… brain?’
‘Technically, yes.’
‘So… none of this is real?’ I clutched my head.
‘I’m imagining everything?’
‘Oh, this world is real, all right.’ My dad tried to
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look encouraging. ‘A trillion times tinier than a pin
head, but real nevertheless. And it is you, Raz, who
imagined Uponia into creation!’
‘So we’re shrunk… and locked in under my hair…
somewhere? That’s… great, Dad.’ My brain throbbed
in rhythm with my rotting tooth. ‘But I’m really tired.
And a bit spun out. Can you finish your story in the
morning?’
‘I… Sure, Raz.’ My dad hobbled over and kissed
me on the forehead. ‘Sweet dreams, if you can. Love
you.’
Love you too.
I rolled. I needed time out to think about…
everything. I hated to admit it, but what my dad said
made a sort of sense. I flashed back to what Sanders
(of all chickens) had clucked: something about me
needing to ‘journey deeper inside the mind inside the
mind.’ Did that bird-brain really know the truth? If
this world was created from my brain’s fears and hates,
no wonder it ended up populated with the animals I
fear and hate the second and third most: horses and
chooks. Not to mention, untrustworthy adults (I hate
them almost as much as r–s!).
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The more I thought back, the thicker the evidence
stacked: the flashes of memory I saw on my zapp to
Uponia; the whole prince and world-changinginventor dream fulfilment bit; the Crook-Chook and
other word, number and concept connections; the
raft of alternate parent figures; and most annoyingly,
the way these Uponians had stolen some of my finest
lines! From inside my very own head!
Why didn’t I zapp to a world created from the
COOL parts of my brain? A futuristic kids’ paradise
with ultra-fast transport, commission-free stockbrokers and buildings constructed of Vietnamese
food? (I guess that world might have to wait for my
next book (if I ever get out of this gland)).

My alarm clock was the clanging arrival of grey
gruel breakfast. It resembled my untouched dinner.
Putrid.
‘We need nutrients,’ joked my dad, digging in.
I held my nose, chewed at hyper-pace and gulped
a few gobfuls. Never thought I’d miss berries. ‘My
tooth is aching too much.’ I pushed the chook vomit
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away.
My dad frowned. ‘Didn’t you pack toothpaste?’
‘Chocolate variety, yes, but I ate it all on Day Two.
And I, uh… forgot my toothbrush.’
‘Try rubbing your teeth with moss.’
‘I think not.’
My dad burped. ‘Shall I continue my story?’
I shrugged.
‘Once I realised the true nature of zapp worlds, I
toiled around the clock to work out your zapp location
and construct a second portable zapp machine. I left
the animals in Ms Trang’s care and zapped myself to
the exact spot you arrived on Uponia, I think.
Wandering into the castle, I was arrested before I could
open my mouth. The king handed me to a torturer
who plucked my nostril hairs and read me bad poetry.
Urgh,’ Dad shuddered. ‘But I gave away nothing. Inbetween workout sessions with my personal torturer,
I was dumped in this cell. My only possessions: two
empty tins of gherkin chutney. I used those to dig a
tunnel, but it just led to another cell. I met another
prisoner there. We swapped silverfish recipes until he
was dragged away, like all the other prisoners, to work
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in a kar factory. Oh, I’ve also made friends with a rat!
She’s hiding under your bunk.’
‘Yuck!’ I pulled up my legs.
‘Grrnk nrrk nrrk,’ said my dad to the evil-eyed
pest whose disease-riddled species I loathed more than
any animal, plant or fungus on Earth or Uponia.
Have you guessed I HATE rats yet?
Wearing a frilly orange skirt, white gloves and a
silly tail bow, the rodent darted across the stone floor
and scurried onto my dad’s bunk. He actually patted
it and let it eat the dregs of his slop. In return, it left
a piece of moss on his lap. Floss?
Double gross. My skin crawled.
‘Raz, this is Eva,’ said my dad. ‘Eva brings me
mould and lichen to help boost my nutrients. She
doesn’t speak English, but I’ve learnt to speak
Ratonian.’
‘Grrnk eeenk eek,’ said the rat.
My dad translated, ‘Eva says she likes your
barbecued cat shirt and your pretty mouse-coloured
hair, but you smell funny.’
‘At least I don’t smell with my nose one centimetre
above the ground!’
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‘Anyway,’ said my dad, ‘that basically ends my story.’
‘Your story needed more Raz. More exotic
locations. And less rats.’ I rolled towards the slimedribbling wall.
If only Franklin would come to my rescue with a
bit of the old Horse Fu. But he was heading in the
opposite direction, back to his castle. Even when he
found King Reg had foal-napped Jessie, it would take
him days to ride there and back. So he’d be too late.
Besides, Franklin was one horse, a near cripple. And…
I didn’t need to go there again.
So I was stuck with my much more useless dad.
He couldn’t fight his way past the cleaner (if this cell
even had one). All he’d done since being captured
was dig a silly tunnel and befriend a rodent (and be
tortured thrice daily). I sat bolt upright, blood
pounding in my temples.
‘You should’ve zapped here with the Australian
army, navy and… air blokes! With some Reg-kicking
Earth military technology!! Learning to speak Rat
won’t save us from a mad king!!! Or an overflowing
pee bucket!!!!’ On a mad roll, I couldn’t stop (though
I knew my dad didn’t really deserve my rant). ‘Look
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at you slumping there, all bruised and depressed.
You’re supposed to be a brilliant inventor! You should
have worked out an escape plan or… something!’
Rat Girl scurried.
My dad frowned. ‘Erasmus, you shouldn’t speak
to me like that. But… you’re right, I guess. We do
need to escape. The time you’ve bought us won’t last
forever.’ He suddenly beamed. ‘Why don’t we put our
brilliant minds together and see if we can invent a
way out of this dungeon?’
‘That’s more like the Crazy Dad I know and sort
of love! It’ll be just like doing a science project. Except,
if we get this project wrong, we’ll lose our noggins
instead of scoring a fail!’

Chapter 21

Good Plans,
Bad Plans

‘O

kay, Big Daddy!’ I rubbed my hands together.
‘What inventing tools do we have?’
Dad turned up his palms. ‘King Reginald took the
rescue equipment I brought from Earth.’
‘He stole my backpack too,’ I grumbled. ‘Though
it was pretty much empty.’
‘I’ll evacuate my pockets,’ said Dad, doing exactly
that. ‘There’s always useful junk in there. Let’s see…
paper clips, a vet bill, some lint… a slightly squashed
200 metre roll of string, a picture of you… more
lint, another three vet bills…’
‘Hey, Dad!’ The proverbial light bulb glowed above
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my head. ‘Do you still have those two empty tins you
mentioned?’
‘My digging cans? Why yes, they’re under my
bunk…’
I beamed. ‘We can use the cans and your string…
to make a basic telephone!’
‘Why… yes. Sound would vibrate along the string
between the cans, provided the string is stretched
taut…’ Dad rubbed his chin. ‘Could come in handy.
But we’d need something pointy and hard to pierce
the cans…’
‘Something like… this?’ I pulled Whizman’s metal
pen from my pocket.
‘Raz, you’re a magic charm!’
Dad pierced the cans while I worked on the string.
‘Think, Pops! How can this invention help us escape?’
‘Hmm…’ Dad thought out loud. ‘If only we could
place one can into the king’s throne room…’
‘Yeah! We could eavesdrop on that crowned
creep…’
‘And learn how much time we have left! Ow!’ My
dad stabbed himself with the pen. Typical.
I peered up. Sunlight plunged in jagged slices
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through bars set high in the stone wall. Beyond our
cell, the castle courtyard sprawled. On the far side of
that, on an upper level, Reggie’s throne room lurked.
A lonnng way away.
‘Dad, can you throw a can through bars… 180
metres?’
‘Ah… no.’
‘Rats. I can barely throw 15.’
‘You’ve given me an idea though!’ My dad’s eyes
sparkled. ‘Maybe I can’t throw that far. But I do know
someone who can lug a can that far!’
‘Rats?’
‘Rat!’
So Eva came in useful for carrying something
other than Bubonic Plague. But I still had doubts.
‘I still have doubts.’
None of which stopped my dad explaining our
plan to his disgusting little pal one more time. ‘Eeh
eek eeh eeek!’
Rat Girl saluted, tied a chutney can to her back
and skittered off the bunk, trailing string across the
floor, up the stone wall, through the bars and into
the courtyard beyond our vision. Dad stood on his
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bunk. I climbed on his shoulders and ordered him
around until I had a clear line of view to the distant
throne room. The ball of string spun and dwindled
on the stolen pen.
Dad crossed his fingers.
‘Do you think a cat’s found her yet?’ I asked.
‘Oh, Erasmus.’ My dad frowned. ‘If you want to
know if Eva has succeeded, use the other can.’
I held the can to my ear. ‘All I can hear is… the
pitter-patter of tiny feet.’
‘Look!’
The string ball stopped spinning. It twanged tight.
‘Shh… I hear a voice!’ I held the can tighter to my
ear. ‘Eva’s amazingly done it! The person speaking
is…’
King Reg: ‘You do know I killed your father,
Whizman?’
Whizman: ‘I… always suspected so, my Lord.’
King Reg: ‘Would you like to join him, pushing
up nag weed?’
Whizman: ‘Indeed I would not, my Lord.’
King Reg: ‘THEN WHY IS MY OIL TAKING
SO LONG???’
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Whizman: ‘Sire… my team are working quintuple
time! Most of the ingredients were simple to find.
And the fermenting is well underway. But the half
per cent Bloodhorse Mountain berries proved… more
time-consuming. Even so, I expect a first batch of oil
should be ready... very, very soon. 97.63 % there!’
Even over the static of the rat-can string-phone,
Whizman’s gulp echoed.
‘What’s going on?’ My dad hopped eagerly, almost
toppling me. ‘Can you hear anything? Is Eva okay??’
‘Shh!’ I put my hand over the can. ‘I’m listening,
Dad. If you interrupt, maybe the king or some other
nasty at the other end might hear you. Don’t worry,
I’m an expert eavesdropper. I’ll update you when the
throne room cuts to a commercial break.’
I tuned to Radio Reg again…
Whizman: ‘Sire, your road gangs, tar crews and
tree loppers have all gone on strike, demanding to be
paid.’
King Reg: ‘What will they want next? Their families
back?? Any more bad news???’
Whizman: ‘A few smoke dispatches, sire.
Bloodhorses have broken through our western
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defences. There are rebels at the castle rear walls and
angry flying horses on the roof. At the front gates,
protesters demand the oil they’ve ordered, kar factory
workers want their overdue food coupons from
unrealised kar sale profits, and there’s a delegation
from the Chicken Lighting Union. Sire, I’m afraid half
of Uponia is in revolt!’
King Reg (sighing): ‘Uponia has always overflowed
with the revolting. Let the bloodhorses eat their fill.
Pour boiling prison food on the rebels. And give
everyone else a discount oil voucher. If that fails, try
arrows to the head. Horses first, of course.’
Whizman: ‘And if the rebels break through?’
King Reg: ‘It matters not, you worry-wart sibling.
Everything is under control. Set inner throne room
perimeter defences! You see, my 666 core guards are
impenetrable. No one can pass them, either. Soon, it
will be too late for all the rebel-minded. Rebel-yelling
Franklin can join his daughter… in Glue Factory Hell.
My kars will rule Uponia and I shall reveal my ultimate
plan!’ Reg’s voice lowered. ‘You know, Whizman…
my pearls match so well with this pair of bazookas
you built. I’m just ITCHING to test one out…’
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(Uh oh. Did Reggie just say… bazookas!?)
Whizman: ‘Please sire, not in the throne room. A
bazooka is a very destructive weapon!’
King Reg (snorting): ‘That Erasmus thought he’s
so smart! As if I would ever believe a common horse
lover could be a prince! His planet must be weak
indeed. Nor can I believe the silly boy actually handed
me the plans for a bazooka AND explosive grenades,
AND my priceless LameBoy AND some other
crap… all for nothing!’
Whizman: ‘Actually sire, you promised him gold
in return–’
King Reg: ‘Promised, shmomised. I need whatever
gold remains to pay for my new series of statues of
myself. And my never-ending factory bills… Yet
talking of the boy reminds me: I need to give Little
Master Fake Prince a scare, in case we need more
information from him when the kars begin running.
Like, how to stop the kars. Where is my most vicious
guard…? Ah, Corporal Crook, Colonel Crook’s cretin
cousin… Listen, thug. If you want a quick promotion,
and to stay alive, you will follow my orders to the
letter. Understand?’
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Crook (Number Two): ‘Duh… Yes, your
Highship.’
King Reg: ‘Fabulous. Go to the dungeons. Take
keys, and a weapon. Kill the alien boy’s father. Then
bring the boy to me. Beat him, if you feel the urge.
Remember, he’s responsible for your cousin Crook
ending up as horse-food! (Pause) Whizman, the time
for games is past. The time of invasion has come!
Where are my 67 new ball gowns?’
Whizman: ‘Sire, I smell a rat!’
I dropped the can.
‘What did you hear?’ My dad hopped, almost
toppling off his bunk.
‘You don’t want to know…’ I climbed down.
‘Erasmus!’
‘We need… an escape plan!’ My voice only slightly
quavered. ‘And we need one in the next… THREE
MINUTES!’

Chapter 22

Like a Big Zit

‘D

ad, don’t panic,’ I panicked. ‘But a guard is
coming to KILL YOU! (Now I was shouting
in capital letters like King Reg! I had to get Organised.)
‘We must think quick!’ My dad grabbed the
telephone can, fumbled it, and caught it at the third
attempt. ‘I’ll call Eva in the throne room. If she can
bring the other can back, perhaps we can use it to–’
I finished the plan. ‘To place one can in the
corridor outside so… we can trick the guard…
somehow!’
‘Exactly!’ Dad spoke into the can. ‘Eeh erk erk
erk!’ He paused and ratted again. ‘Eeh erk erk erk!’
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He put the can to his ear.
‘What does Miss Bubonic squeak back?’ I asked.
‘Is she coming?’
‘I can only hear scuttling.’ String spun. ‘And
muffled shouts.’
‘What’s happening?’
The string sagged.
‘I heard a terrible… ‘Meoww!’’ My dad dropped
the can. ‘Oh, Eva.’ His face paled.
‘We’ll give her a decent burial with a 21 rat-trap
salute… if we get out of here alive ourselves!’
Dad beamed like he had an idea. ‘We need a whole
new plan!’
A real light bulber! ‘What about an old hole plan?
Didn’t you mention a tunnel?’
‘Why, yes. It starts behind my bunk head. Leads
to another cell. But the other cell is empty and locked.’
‘We’ll just vary the rat-phone plan. I’ll climb into
the other cell and distract the guard so you can knock
him out! A quick plan is a fast plan! Now help me
pull back your bunk.’
‘Ah, sure.’
Skreek!
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I crawled into my dad’s escape tunnel. It was low
and scrapy and, blech, decorated with half the cobwebs
in Uponia. Two fat spiders squeezed into my nostrils
to feast, or lay their eggs, or both. I snorted, blinked
and shook my head.
Light ahead. And clanking. Killer Crook was
strolling right past! I poked my head through a final
layer of webs into the empty cell and listened to the
clinking of keys, the tumbling of a lock, the turning
of a handle…
‘Coo-ee, Crook Junior!’ I yelled as loud as I could.
‘We’ve already escaped, don’t you know?’
I listened.
Shuffling. Creak…
KRONK!
Silence.
‘Dad!’
I crawled backwards through the tunnel. I couldn’t
believe I’d left my wimpy old man with that armed
killer maniac! My hand touched something sticky as I
entered our cell…
‘Oh no– Oh.’
‘Hi, Raz!’ Dad smiled as he pulled on Crook’s guard
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coat. Crook himself lay unconscious in the open
doorway. ‘You distracted him to perfection.’ Dad
jammed Crook’s helmet onto his head. ‘I kronked him
with your brekky bowl. Made a bit of a mess. Don’t
worry, I hit him at the base of the neck so he wouldn’t
be brain-damaged.’
‘Bit late for that, Dad,’ I joked. ‘You know, we
don’t make a half-bad team. Raz the Amazing and his
sidekick, Super Crazy Dad. Not quite as good as
Erasmus and Franklin versus the bloodhorse army,
but still…’
‘You ready?’ Dad shouldered Crook’s crossbow.
‘Sure am. Let’s make like a big zit, and break out!’
We snuck along a stone passage that went zig, zig,
zag and zig. ‘By the way,’ I said, ‘I included, er, a few
other plans in the king’s deal. Out of one, Whizman
has apparently somehow built a… bazooka. Heh.’
‘A bazooka? As in a grenade launching bazooka?’ My
dad sounded horrified. ‘Does the king…?’
‘Yeah,’ I muttered. ‘He’s armed. And dangerous.’
‘Good gravy. Hopefully we can avoid that lunatic
altogether. Let’s just find our zapp machines and zapp
straight back to Bayfield.’
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‘Top plan, Dad. Uh oh,’ I whispered. ‘Guards
coming.’
My dad grabbed my arm, like I was his prisoner,
and tried to look mean. We were soooo doomed.
The guards approached and… kept going?
‘Luckily they seemed more worried about not
spilling that boiling slop,’ said Dad.
We came to a fork in the passage and shrugged at
each other. ‘Left, for sure,’ I decided. ‘No… right.
Got a lucky feeling about right.’
Dad ran right. I followed. The echo of guards
tromping towards us made us retreat… and go left.
Behind us, a wall of guards formed, blocking our
escape. We climbed a stairwell. The corridor grew
narrower, ending with a green curtain. Before I could
warn him, my dad brushed the curtain aside and
charged…
Right into the rear of the king’s throne room!
Luckily, he backed straight back out again. We
peeked from behind the curtain. No surprise no one
noticed Dad. There were plenty more distracting
things already happening out there…
‘Whizman!’ King Reginald roared. ‘Are inner
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throne room perimeter defences set?’
‘Set, my Lord.’
‘Fabulous.’
They sure looked set. The king’s guards formed a
three-deep human barricade around a double school
hall-sized expanse. Besides a handful of other guards,
only six living things remained inside the barricade.
All the usual suspects. There was a shiny HQ, though
it wasn’t alive (yet). Little Jessie Junior, held by guards.
Whizman, with a steaming barrel. The human throne,
just doing its throne thing. And King Reg, of course,
striding around his podium. Today he wore a red gown
with contrasting pearls and grenade belts crisscrossing his chest. He also toted two bazookas like
he was the Reginator, with overdone mascara.
The other two living things were Dad and me. I
was stoked my oldie was smart enough to recognise
this was a definite shoosh-and-peek situation.
More interesting stuff was happening beyond the
guard barricade. Angry rebels and workers surged into
the outer throne room. They stopped within spitting
range of the barricade. I spotted familiar faces, ranging
from Harsha the horse inn keeper to clucky old Queen
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Sanders. It was hard to tell who was on which side,
except they all looked peeved, for various reasons,
with their loopy, cross-dressing king.
More Uponians poured through the massive
doors, waving useless kar keys and a banner that read,
‘Less Kars, More Pies!’ (held by Mrs Blister, the store
keeper). Sounded like half of Uponia was outside.
Yet Reg’s guards held firm. They also held crossbows.
Big zit pressure.
‘You are all too late!’ King Reg cackled. ‘Or rather,
you are right on time. Please don’t think to interrupt.
My men with crossbows can execute many dozens in
half a second and turn this throne room into a
bloodhorse slaughter tent in thrice that. While these
bazookas… Heh. But we don’t want that to happen.
Not yet. In the meantime, enjoy the show! Lord
Whizman is even now cooling the first barrel of oil
into petrol! Soon my factories will be producing
thousands of litres, and the kar shall–’
‘The kar was a test, Reginald!’ Queen Sanders
strutted to the guard line, her stumpy body framed
beneath a powerful pair of guard’s legs. ‘A test of
your kingship. And you failed!’
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‘Failed, old fowl?’ The king aimed a one-day-old
bazooka at her 3,000-year-old body. ‘Tell me ten areas
in which I failed. Quickly!’
Sanders clucked right back, ‘One: mass
unemployment. Two: bankrupt economy. Three: dress
sense. Four–’
‘ENOUGH!’ Reg dribbled foam. ‘I can solve every
problem. There are no jobs? I will build a mighty army
whose uniform will be the battle gown! Economy
has no money? Listen with awe to my ultimate plan!
My factories will build fleets of armoured battle kars
with roof-mounted bazookas. Using 10,000 zapp
machines, Uponian regiments will pour onto the
planet that spawned the two weakling aliens!’
Was he ranting about my dad and me? The big zit
situation rumbled. Was he ranting about…?
‘That’s right, subjects!’ Reg frothed. ‘I’m talking
Operation Karstorm! When Planet Uponia will invade
and conquer PLANET EARTH!!’

Chapter 23

Hail, the King!

S

omething shook the air outside the throne
room…
WHOMP! WHOMP! WHOMP!
I knew that sound effect. Giant wings flapping!
The throne room doorway darkened. The entrance
was large enough to fit a double-decker bus through;
but not, it seemed, something big, red and rock-eating!
CRUNCH! Spit.
MUNCH! Spit.
CRUNCH! Chew.
Through the newly enlarged doorway waddled…
Phooey! And on her roccor back rode a pile of red
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rocks and… Franklin and Marindi! The two love
horses ducked through one of Phooey’s bite holes.
‘I warned you, bad king in skirt!’ Jessie cried,
despite the crossbow held to her head.
Could the horse and mega chicken cavalry really
save the day?
Judging by his smirk, King Reg sure didn’t think
so.
The rebels parted to let Phooey thud to the front
line. The roccor stopped at the human barricade.
Guards aimed their crossbows at her widescreen TVeyeballs.
Standoff.
‘Excuse me,’ yelled Marindi at King Reg. ‘But
you’re a stark raving lunatic who doesn’t know if he’s
a king – or a hairy queen! Now give me back my
daughter!’
‘Franklin…’ Reginald ignored Marindi. ‘Here you
are… with all the rebels! This proves you’re the rebel
leader, exactly as I ranted!’
‘The rebels are here for their reasons,’ said
Franklin. ‘I am here only for my daughter. And for
Erasmus. And, from what I hear, for his father. Oh,
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and my retirement pay, please.’
‘Franklin speaks the truth.’ Harsha stepped
forward. ‘For I am the rebel co-leader! And I challenge
that you, Reginald the 77th, have broken the Great
Handover Treaty! You are unfit to be king! You have
not maintained the peace!’
Sanders chirped from Phooey’s feet, ‘That’s what
I’ve been clucking all along.’
‘You have inspired us to rare unity, Reginald,’ said
Marindi. ‘For I too am a rebel commander!’
‘Darling…?’ Franklin did his bunchy forehead
thing.
‘I’m sorry, Franklin.’ Wife turned to husband. ‘I
love you – but I had to do something for our daughter’s
future. You were too blinded by your own goodness
to see how – corrupt – Reginald had become.’
‘He was not always so,’ Franklin spoke sadly. ‘But
I fear he has indeed become corrupted. Now I fear
he must be stopped.’
‘HELLO?’ King Reg waved his bazookas. ‘I don’t
know whether to laugh, cry, go wee-wee or boomboom! How dare you rebels call me names inside my
very own throne room!! I am the greatest King
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Reginald in HISTORY!!!’ He strode to the barricade,
sneering up at Franklin. ‘So, the rebels have TWO
leaders? A fat horse who owns a pub and your
upwardly mobile wife? Hmm. Guess that explains how
the reb leader seemed to strike with the speed of two.’
Reginald shrugged, maintaining his sneer. ‘You think
you’re so NOBLE and KINGLY. But you’re a show
pony, Franklin! And… I HATE you!! And if you or
that oversized turkey dare take one more step, your
daughter will be filled with arrows like a PINCUSHION!!!’ Reginald dabbed his face and turned
to the crowd. ‘My throne room guards are my most
loyal and vicious. They hold crossbows with many
arrows, while I hold their families prisoner. So be
silent, my enemies gathered together. Enjoy my
hospitality. Soon you will shout, “Hail the king!” And
you will join my Earth invasion forces… or else. But
first! Behold the NEW Great Wonder of Uponia!’
After ranting the longest paragraph in 181 pages, Reg
signalled Whizman.
The inventor poured barrel liquid through a funnel
into the kar’s petrol tank.
Reg dropped his bazookas on the passenger seat
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and leapt behind the wheel. Tsk tsk, no seat belt!
Whizman screwed on the petrol cap and flashed
Krazy King a thumb’s up.
Reg pulled on his driving goggles. He turned the
key. The kar engine rumbled. He pumped the
accelerator and turned the key again. The kar gurgled
a few more seconds and died. Reg pumped and turned,
turned and pumped.
But the kar was a korpse.
Well, what did he expect from my dumb list of
ingredients?
Finally, the King of Uponia stepped out of his
kar, head bowed.
‘Not so fabulous. Hmm… What was Plan B again?’
Reg pushed up his goggles, smearing make-up. ‘Oh
yes… EXECUTE EVERYBODY!’ He reached for
his bazookas.
I couldn’t let that happen. And I knew just what
to do (I think). I stepped from behind the curtain.
‘Hi, Franklin! Hi, everyone!’ I waved at the crowd.
‘Don’t worry, everything is under control.’
‘Raz’ma!’ Jessie cried.
‘Hi, little Junior,’ I grinned. ‘You still giving daily
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slobber baths to my ex-Bratty bear?’
‘Bad king steal Kaal the ko’la,’ Jessie grizzled.
‘Well, I’m gonna steal Kola Karl right back!’
I turned to face the bad king.
Reg’s bazookas were already facing me. He looked
bemused. ‘Are you QUITE finished?’
‘No, but you are, Mister Execute Everybody. You
see–’
‘Silence! Tell me boy, why does the petrol not
work? Did you DARE to DECEIVE me?’
‘Petrol. Oil. They’re both hoaxes.’ I checked my
finger-nails. ‘And so’s the kar.’
‘WHAT?’
‘And so are you, deadbeat Reggie. You only exist
in a gland inside my brain! That means I can control
you! I can make those bazookas drift right to me. Or
I can make you roll over. Just by concentrating!’
‘Go ahead.’ Reg smirked and placed one bazooka
on the kar bonnet. ‘Take your best brain shot. A
FREE one.’
I concentrated. I imagined Reg rolling over, like a
road-kill dog avoiding traffic on a busy expressway.
My face scrunched with effort.
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Harder!
Sure enough…
Nothing happened.
‘Heh.’ I forced a smile. ‘I’ll just duck back where I
came from and you can forget I was even here.
Forget…’ I backed out.
‘I think not,’ snarled Reg. ‘Not one more step. It’s
MY turn for a shot.’ He took aim, right at my brain.
‘Let’s just forget the gold and call it quits–’
TOING!
An arrow flew at Reg. It speared his bazooka and
sent it flying towards the wall–
BOOOOM!!
Stone and exploded chicken-light gizzards rained.
Everyone not unconscious gasped at the gaping
hole in the throne room wall. Through the swirling
dust, even the most near-sighted of chooks could see
the mass destructive power of Reginald’s new weapon.
Even Phooey would be exploded giblets and red rock
powder if hit by such force. But who…?
Dad stepped from behind the green curtain,
Crook’s crossbow nestled against his shoulder.
‘That’s my dad!’ I beamed with pride to whoever
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was nearby. ‘I’m his son! Ain’t he the coolest?’ I
paused. ‘Wow, did I really just say that? To a wall of
unfriendly guards?’
To the king, Dad simply said, ‘Pick on someone
your own size.’
‘You forget one thing, alien.’ Reg sneered. ‘You
have but ONE arrow. Whereas I have a SECOND
bazooka! And MANY grenades!’
Dad circled around the Lipstick King, keeping his
distance from everyone else.
Reg shifted his spare bazooka to his best shooting
arm and aimed at Dad. ‘You should feel honoured.
You are about to be the first Earthling to die by
Uponian bazooka!’
‘I think not.’ Dad kept circling. ‘Look at the
shooting end of that bazooka. It’s safety capped.
Won’t fire. It will only explode if you try to shoot.’
‘You’re bluffing!’ Reg scoffed. ‘Whizman followed
the plans to perfection! He would have warned me
of a cap.’
‘Put the bazooka down, Reginald,’ said Dad. ‘It’s
over.’
Reg shrieked, ‘It’s your LIFE that’s over!’
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And squeezed the trigger.
Click.
‘No!’ I screamed.

BOOOOOOOM!!!
Tiny body pieces hailed on everyone.
I peered through billowing dust. No one budged
or blurted or blinked or burped or barged to the bog.
Or even braffed. Impressive, for this lot. Strips of
ball gown fluttered down and snagged on chicken
heads.
And so King Reg’s bloody rein ended, with lipstick
on the rafters, a bouncing eyeball, a LameBoy Z
button and a charred chunk of power-crazed brain.
Bloody rein. Bloody rain.
‘I warned him,’ Dad spoke in a tiny voice. ‘But he
was beyond listening.’
‘Cheer up, Pops.’ I put my arm around my big brave
baldie. ‘It was only mega evil Reg who went boom.
That’s what happens when you give weapons of mass
destruction to a fruit loop brain creation, I guess. Heh,
won’t be doing that again. Anyway, that was one king
who needed to loosen up.’ A chunk of Reg rebounded
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off Dad’s forehead. ‘But I never thought he’d loosen
up with such a bang!’
A happy, if messy, ending. Who’d have guessed
it?
Behind the barricade, Harsha ruined the mood by
stating the obvious. ‘Uponia still has many problems.’
The grey stallion turned, so all could see his mighty
sword. ‘I say the simplest way we can fix many of
these problems is to chop off the head of Erasmus!’
Say what?

Chapter 24

The Fate of
Uponia
(Oh, and my Head)

I

gulped.
‘Remove my son’s head?’ Dad edged closer to
me. ‘Hasn’t there been enough bloodshed today?’
‘Your son is responsible for the evil the kar has
brought!’ Harsha trembled with emotion. ‘His head
will appease the advancing bloodhorses. His death
will restore peace.’
The assorted throne room crowd murmured
agreement.
‘You and what army?’ I tried to joke.
Franklin said, ‘There is no justice in such action,
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Harsha. Young Erasmus made an honourable deal
with the ruler of Uponia. It was Reginald who
dishonoured both the deal and himself. As for
bloodhorses, they respect only one type of
appeasement. Soon we will need to assemble an army
of rebels, king’s guards and whoever else is willing to
drive the bloodhorses back to their mountains. There
are no easy solutions.’
‘Yes,’ I agreed. ‘No easy solutions sounds like a
better solution, for sure. So… I get to keep my head?’
Phooey burped. The shock wave rocked the castle.
A dozen guards standing opposite her passed out from
the reeky fumes.
I took that as a ‘yes’.
Franklin turned to the remainder of Reginald’s
human barricade, still eyeballing the rebels (and
everyone else). ‘Shoulder your weapons, king’s men.’
The black horse spoke with typical calm. ‘Mr…
Erasmus Senior is correct. There has been enough
bloodshed today. Your families will be freed. We must
all become family now. Humans, horses and chickens.
Disunity ends today.’
Bodies shuffled. One guard shouldered his
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crossbow. A second followed suit. A third did so,
sighing. Another stepped forward to hug a rebel.
The lines blurred and fell apart.
Jessie broke free of her confused guards. She ran
to her parents, who climbed down carefully from
Phooey’s back. Lots of bum sniffing and rubbing
followed. Predictable.
Harsha and Sanders exchanged heated words.
Even more predictable.
The air buzzed like wasps, waking.
Phooey sat, expressionless. Only her jaw crunched
up and down.
From behind the human throne lurched… a
familiar hulking guard!
‘Dad!’ I cried. ‘Corporal Crook is back to finish
the job!’
‘Nooo!’ Crook put his hands above his head.
‘Don’t hit me. Again. I wasn’t gonna kill your pappy.
I just didn’t wanna end up like my cousin. You know,
dead. I was gonna set youse free. Honest.’
‘No hard feelings?’ Dad stepped forward to shake
Crook’s shaky hand. ‘At least I didn’t give you brain
damage with that stone bowl!’
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‘Yeah… Heh.’ Crook grinned. ‘What?’
Whizman crept from the far side of the throne,
his bony head bowed. ‘I did it,’ said the ex-king’s
inventor. ‘I sabotaged the king’s bazooka! Yay.’
‘You?’ Half the throne room replied.
‘Yes. Ha! Me, Lord Whizman, the younger brother
of Reginald! I only wanted freedom to invent. But
Rego went too far–’
‘I figured that out chapters ago.’ I turned to the 20
odd people who formed ex-King Reg’s human throne.
‘The king is dead!’ I danced a little boogie. ‘No more
cramps or royal farts. You’re free!’
The throne quivered for a few seconds and scuttled
towards a gap in the line.
Beneath where the throne crouched lay something
small and creepy, half a tail twitching…
‘Eva!’ my dad cried. He ran and scooped up his
bloody buddy.
The rat squeaked weakly, ‘Eeh eek eh eek eek eek
eek erk… Erh.’
Dad translated from Ratspeak. ‘Eva says
Whizman’s cat caught her and chewed off her tail
and half an ear. Eva played dead. When the cat was
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distracted, she whacked puss with the chutney can,
tied its paws with string, and hid under Reg’s throne.’
‘I’m sorry to interrupt,’ Marindi interrupted my
softie dad. ‘But we have – slightly – more urgent
matters to consider. Uponia needs a new ruler!’
‘Is that all?’ I shot back an idea. ‘How about a
King Erasmus? After all, I created this crazy world!’
When I didn’t hear too many cheers (okay, none), I
changed tack. ‘Maybe you should go for a local
instead? Someone kind, dutiful and brave? That’s right,
folks. This planet needs a Uponian Nelson Mandela!
A king covered in horse hair!’
Franklin protested, ‘But who–’
‘You!’ I laughed. ‘King Franklin the First sounds
pretty cool!’
Jessie squealed, ‘All hail my dadda!’
Cheers rose from most of the crowd.
Franklin’s face-fur reddened. ‘I’m touched and
flattered. But I simply want to retire and spend more
time with my family.’
‘But do you speak for all your family – husband
dear?’ Marindi smiled. ‘I for one would not object to
being a queen!’
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‘Ahem,’ the wrinkly Sanders squawked. ‘I have
three millennia of queenly experience.’
‘What about me?’ Harsha butted in. ‘I am the
Treaty Master and a rebel co-commander.’
‘Legally speaking,’ Whizman raised a finger, ‘with
the death of my bro’, I am technically king.’ Almost
everyone frowned. Whizman mumbled, ‘Or
actually… maybe not.’
‘Hold everything!’ I waved my arms. ‘As usual, Raz
has the answer. What you people need is a dose of
democracy!’
A guard pursed his lips. ‘Is that like a new torture
system?’
‘No, silly killy. It’s where everyone votes for a leader.
Every human, horse and… chook, I guess. Every man,
woman and child over ten, of course.’
‘Go girls!’ Marindi cried.
‘Eeh grrnk eek!’ Eva squeaked. My dad tore off
his shirt pocket to bandage her tail.
‘Rats can vote too, I suppose,’ I grumbled. ‘And
roccors. And any other animal smart enough to figure
out the candidates and hold a pen.’
Franklin nodded. ‘Sounds fair to me.’
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Jessie squealed, ‘Vote One, my dadda!’
Sanders slicked her feathers. ‘This is an historic
moment. It should be recorded for eternity, eh? A
picture of the main characters won’t take long.’
In fact, it took four hours. That’s how long it takes
to take a picture on a planet without cameras, where
the next best thing is a rooster wearing a beret with a
pencil in his beak. I guess it’s an okay system, if you
live for 10,000 years.
We stood in two lines, trying not to wriggle. I kept
well away from Harsha and his nasty sword (just in
case). As you’d expect, the first fart went off before
we even said, ‘Cheese.’
‘Franklin!’ I hissed.
Jessie broke out giggling.
‘It isn’t always me,’ Franklin griped.
Marindi burst out chuckling.
Four hours at least gave us plenty of time for a
final chat. I started with my entire sick animal joke
routine and followed with a detailed description of
my adventures to date, for those who’d missed bits. I
concluded, after three hours and 50-some minutes: ‘I
hope someone wrote all that down for the history
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books. But enough about me. Now, to whoever is in
charge of Uponia… I do believe I’m owed four times
my weight in gold?’
‘Unfortunately,’ Whizman snivelled, ‘there is no
gold left. Reginald sent the Uponian economy into
massive debt. There isn’t a brass razoo in the royal
piggy bank.’
‘So I score no booty, despite all my heroics?’
‘You’ll carry home priceless memories, Raz.’
Franklin smiled.
‘How many stocks can a boy buy with memories?’ I
grizzled.
‘And Raz, you get to keep your head.’ Dad smiled
along with Franklin.
‘Yahh, it’s like having two dads with both you guys
around! Still, you could just possibly be… right. I guess
I kind of did help bankrupt this joint. Mutter.’
‘Done.’ Rooster Picasso spat out his pencil. ‘Great
Bird, am I one talented cock?’
‘Oooh.’ Queen Sanders shook her tail feathers.

Chapter 25

Roll Out the
Barrels

H

arsha tapped Whizman’s barrel with his sword.
‘What are we going to do with all this petrol…
stuff? I’ve heard there are dozens more barrels below.’
‘Thousands,’ mumbled Whizman.
‘That’s not petrol,’ I said, innocently.
‘Erasmus!’ My dad pulled his stern face. ‘What
ingredients are in that barrel?’
‘Let’s see... mashed pumpkins, coconut milk, a
touch of berry juice and a few surprises.’
‘That sounds like…’
‘I call it pumpkin smoothie!’ I grinned. ‘Everyone
grab a glass! The king is karked; it’s party time!’
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A cheer sounded. Rebels dished out chocolate
soldiers and caviar from King Reg’s private store while
chickens served cups of the thick, orange liquid that
killed the king’s kar.
‘Mmm,’ sipped Franklin. ‘This is delicious!’
‘One cup only, Raz,’ said my party-hating dad. ‘I
found our zapp machines in the castle Lost and
Found, three cells up from the torture chamber.’
‘Must we zapp, Dad?’
‘Right after I’ve set the zapp coordinates. Hmm,
you know this drink isn’t half bad. It’s more… twofifths bad!’
‘Why can’t we hang out here for another month?
Or a year! We could check out the Wonder, from a
scientific point of view. And it would be cool to see
who won the two-horse election. Say! We could set
up a bookie’s table and take bets on who’s going to
win the King Race! My money’s on the dark horse!!’
‘Raz.’ Dad shook his head with that annoying look
of his. ‘I love you more than life itself. But do you
really want to introduce gambling to kar-ravaged
Uponia? And remember where we are. Do you want
to spend the rest of your life inside your own skull?’
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‘When you put it like that…’ I muttered.
‘This is like liquid pumpkin pie!’ Franklin beamed
and ordered his seventh cup. ‘You should be proud
of your son, Mr Era… ah, I don’t believe I ever caught
your name?’
‘Bruce.’ Dad smiled. I shuddered. ‘And I am proud
of Raz, Franklin. Thank you for minding him.’
‘Hey!’ I snorted. ‘It was me who minded Franklin.
Just like I have to mind you, Dad!’
I frowned at the two of them chuckling together.
They somehow cancelled out the weirdness of each
other. Those two big, dumb dads were a pair of interdimensional spirit twins. (How I loved ’em!)
‘While you guys tinker and drink, I’m going to
cruise for some good-bye chats and nibblies.’ I
wandered towards Mrs Blister. ‘Are you here with the
rebels?’ I asked.
‘Oh, no,’ she smiled, erecting her table. ‘There’s
no one left in Mareville. I came here to sell pies.’
‘Cool. I’ll have one on Franklin’s election tab.’
Harsha approached, a big grey twitching frown
on legs. ‘You claim to have answers! What is Uponia
to do with 10,000 dead kars?’
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‘That’s too easy. Apart from my great chariot idea,
dead kars have oodles of uses. You can add a metal
bar and turn them into grocery trolleys for giant
horses, or roccor littlies. Or stack them into a Great
Kar Wall, so the unemployed have something to do.
Perfect as apartment blocks for homeless chooks–’
Before I could finish, Harsha (and his sword)
grumbled away.
The party volume cranked. Whizman handed out
‘Vote: The Whiz’ cards. Phooey chowed on the doorframe remnants. No one seemed to mind.
I had a question for the chicken queen. ‘Hey
Sanders, you’re supposed to be the oldest bird on the
block, and all-wise to boot. When was the last time
Phooey used her emergency texta?’
‘Never in my lifetime,’ said Sanders in her crackly
vinyl squawk. ‘For I am not the oldest bird here.
Phooey is 700,000 years young!’
‘That’s no spring chicken! Wow, I wonder what
she considers a texta-worthy situation!’
‘Indeed. But first to other matters.’ Sanders bowed
to me in a creepy way. ‘Erasmus of Earth, you have
forged a path all your own. The Great Bird duality
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resides within you. You are both creator and destroyer.
Thankfully for Uponia, more of the former than the
latter.’
‘Interesting,’ I lied. Uh oh. Forgot about Sanders’
weirdo ways. Luckily, a certain horse family trotted
my way. ‘Sanders, have you met my dad? I think you’d
get along. He loves over-sized words AND reject
animals. Go slow him down.’
I smiled at Franklin and croaked, ‘I’ve chatted so
much, I’ve become a little hoarse!’
Franklin smiled. ‘Yes. Today you have indeed
become a little horse!’
‘Hardly ha ha.’
‘I hope you learned some useful lessons in your
time on Uponia, Raz.’
‘Oh yeah, I’ve learned heaps. Like, don’t judge a
dumb animal just because it’s a dumb animal. And
even useless dads can come in handy with a crossbow
sometimes. Oh, and one more thing… my Uncle
Bob’s a jerk! See. Heaps.’
‘Raz’ma…’
I patted Jessie Junior’s head.
She nuzzled against me.
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‘I see you have Karl the Bratty Koala back!’
‘Poor Kaal Ko’la been torchered by bad king. Has
no arms now. But still beau’ful.’
‘So are you, Jessie. So’s your whole weird family.
Just like those flowers you gave me, which are still in
my backpack, only slightly crushed and mouldy.’
Marindi and Franklin smiled so warmly I felt like
applying sunscreen. ‘This blasted bazooka dust is
making my eyes water,’ I cursed, wiping my traitor
face.
‘Do you gotta go, Raz’ma?’ Jessie turned teary too.
‘Maybe you can visit me one day?’ I glanced to see
if Dad heard my hint.
But he just clipped together his zapp machine and
said, ‘Ready.’
‘We can’t go,’ I grumbled. ‘The party’s just revving
up. This is when the adults act crazier than the kids!
Come on, Dad. Can’t you even get a social life on
another world?’
‘I need one on my own planet first,’ said Dad.
‘Besides, you’ve missed quite enough school already.’
‘My science tests!’
‘Yes, and you need to see a dentist. I can smell
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your rotten tooth from here. Pyew! And you must
begin your punishment for stealing my zapp machine:
one month grounded.’
‘Aw, but …’
‘No awbuts.’ My dad strapped on his zapp machine.
‘Plus there’s only Ms Trang minding the injured
animals–’
‘Yeah, yeah, yeah.’ I raised my hands. ‘You don’t
have to draw me a picture and colour it purple. Hand
me my zapper. We’ve some Nobbly Prizes to collect.
And I’ll admit, I’m hanging for a Vietnamese
smorgasbord. But I’ve bad news for you too, Mr
Grounded. If you forgot to put out the dog, let alone
the camel and every other animal, you’ll be pulling
triple poopsicle removal duties once we’ve zapped
home!’ I chuckled. ‘Oh, almost forgot. One last thing
before we go…’
I hugged the warm, furry bulks of Marindi, Jessie
and Franklin.
Dad gaped.
I smiled. ‘Your turn next, hero Dad.’
‘My turn… for a hug?’ Dad gaped even more.
‘Why not?’ I laughed. ‘Let’s make this National
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Hug Day!’ We hugged and hugged again, and not just
because I hoped Dad might reduce my grounding
sentence. ‘Thanks for coming to my rescue, Dad (even
though I didn’t need rescuing). I… I do love you, you
know.’
‘I love you too, Raz. That’s why you’re still
grounded for a month.’
I turned to the throne room crowd. ‘Farewell
Franklin, Jessie, Marindi, Phooster, pie-lady, Sandy…
Crooko…. Whiza….. Harshie. And everyone else
with hands, hooves, paws or wings whose names I
forgot or never bothered to learn.’ I waved one last
time. ‘Don’t cry for me, Uponia. The truth is, I hope
I didn’t wreck your economy and environment too
much. Perhaps we’ll meet again one day!’
Most of everyone cheered farewell. Even my dad
scored a cheer.
‘Eeh!’
‘Great,’ I muttered. ‘A hitch-hiker.’

Epilogue

Rat Race
(42 Words)

D

ad: ‘Ready?’
Me: ‘Ready.’
Eva (world’s first zapp rat): ‘Eeh.’
‘Countdown of seven. Seven, six…’
Could I resist zapping early?
‘Five, four…’
It would be cool to beat Dad and Eva home.
‘Three, two…’
Why not?
ZAPP!
‘Oh, Raz! Um, Onezero…’
ZAPP!

Bonus Epilogue Epilogue

Zapp
Crazy

I

won the race (of course).
Alas, my sudden zapp into Dad’s lab startled
Abdul. Never have I seen a camel scramble up an
escalator in such a blur of hooves.
One second later, Fang the ferret bit my ear.
One second after that, Dad crash-zapped into a
wallaby wheelchair. Luckily for him, Ms Trang was
upstairs. I say luckily, because it turned out Ms Trang
had kept the road-kill animals alive in our absence,
plus their poo trays de-poo-ified.
‘You’re a nice lady,’ I said to her, and elbowed Dad.
He asked Ms Trang… what the date was.
Zapp Crazy
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We were pretty amazed to learn less than two days
had passed. (Guess time moves at a different pace
inside my brain (Hmm…)).
I elbowed Dad again. He ummed and ahhed and
finally asked Ms Trang if she was busy Friday night.
She said she had to catch up with her washing.
He said, ‘Okay.’
I guess my dad can’t be a winner on every planet.
Before Ms Trang left though, I elbowed Dad a
third time. He placed a mega order from her
Vietnamese restaurant. Half an hour later, we
unpacked the smorgasbord feast. All the road-kill
animals joined in, even Abdul and a scruffy man Dad
found sleeping in the garden. We emptied 20
containers in about as many minutes.
‘I’ll have to sell a few zapp machines now,’ Dad
joked, and something burped.
Two days later, Dad sold 10,000 machines to a
Korean travel company who plan to sell brain-zapp
holidays. That afternoon, he sold 20,000 units to a
German company keen to trade with zapp worlds.
Smart Dad: he didn’t give any of them the zapp
location for Uponia. So it went. A deposit cheque for
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four million dollars arrived. And another. And more
sales.
In his spare time (at three in the morning), Dad
scanned Internet real estate ads. His target: a farm
with enough space to build an animal hospital where
his road-kill animals could limp free. He even bought
Uncle Bob’s scary horses (Bob was happy enough to
sell). Strangely, I didn’t get hysterical any more about
the farm idea. Guess it never hurts to humour a newly
ultra-rich old man. Besides, once I’ve pestered Dad
to buy a jet, I can visit the city whenever I need a
smog hit.
Dad’s first hospital patient, in his temporary
operating theatre in our laundry, was… a rat. He built
Eva a bionic tail and ear to replace the bits chewed
off by Whizman’s cat. Next he built her a special voicebox so she could make sounds other than squeaks.
Turned out Eva understood English all along! She
just couldn’t pronounce our words.
Her first sentence? ‘A mirror, please!’ Followed
by a gross kiss on my dad’s glowing cheek. Yeck!
Eva’s interview with the army of TV crews at our
front gate somehow became a FaceTube ratings hit.
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The recovering rodent became a worldwide celebrity
and host of her own TV variety show! Eva sang and
danced through daring escape acts, fashion tips and
hard-hitting interviews. She did everything. There was
only one rule to appear on her top-rating show.
No cats!
As for me? Life has definitely improved. Mostly.
My stinky tooth is no longer sore. That’s because an
evil dentist tore it out with a pair of pliers. And Dad
changed his mind about grounding me for a month.
Instead, he grounded me for two months, right after
he learned I’d been trying to hack (into my school
(computer system (to delete records (of a certain
playground rumble…))))
Yet despite this surge of discipline, and how busy
he’s been, I must admit Dad has spent more time
with me. He even cooked an okay meal of mystery
spaghetti. It took all day to bake though, and destroyed
the kitchen and half the lounge room in the fiery
process. Dad finally realised his son was even more
wonderful than he knew (and I guess I realised he
was sort of okay too).
At school, I went from being Mr Weird Name No-
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Friend to the Most Popular Kid in Bayfield, if not
way beyond. But hey, I deserved it. After all, I was the
world’s first boy to zapp anywhere, soon to be a guest
star on ‘Eva Live!’ (and my dad’s a personal friend of
the host to boot).
Not to mention the fact I’m loaded!
Yeah, it’s a tad sad none of my new friendships
are half as deep or fun as facing death with an alien
horse. And I must admit: fame didn’t feel anywhere
near as good as being liked for who I really was.
But still, I took it.
Everyone wanted to know about Uponia, of
course. So to save my voice box, and put my grounding
time to good use, I started typing my adventures from
the moment Dad blew up his lab. Turned out the
bloke Dad found in our vegetable patch was an
unemployed novelist called DC Green. He said he’d
ghost write my book, though he didn’t look dead.
Think I’ll call my novel novel, The Mega Cool Adventures
of Zapp Astronaut Ambassador Prince Erasmus The
Remarkable. Or is that too commercial?
Anyway, between the typing, and the grounding
think-time, and the Dad-time, and the still-fresh
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memories, Uponia was never far from my thoughts.
In fact, my thoughts are where that whole wacky world
exists (and I still find that a tricky concept to wrap my
noggin around).
One science class, bored while Marvin Hocks set
up our Bunsen burner, I closed my eyes. Just for a
second. My brain filled with… information stuff.
About Uponia! The election for a new king of that
gland land of talking, farting horses ended up a three
way race between Harsha, Marindi and Whizman.
Franklin didn’t even stand! And Whizman won!! Surely
that couldn’t be? But I had more important issues to
deal with.
Like hanging on!
I soared above the Golden Castle towers on the
ridged back of a roccor. (Hey, I should have taken
some golden tiles for payment!) A low sun painted
the zapp sky crimson and set the rocks on Phooey’s
back aglow. Before my googling eyes, forests crept
across the landscape. Fields greened ever more vividly,
speckled orange with bulging pumpkins.
Uponia, it seemed, was… healing.
I squinted at the point where many rivers
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converged to form the Great Wonder. The sun
squatted at the perfect angle to light the sky with a
trillion odd rainbows, creating a shimmering effect,
as if the Water Pony was jiggling. Or… dancing?
Whoa! Lined with ghostly horse shapes, a tunnel
rolled back, scattering rainbows like some kind of…
cosmic stallion highway? (an Equine Path??) With me
at one end! Whatever it was, judging by the whomping
of great wings all around, this had to be a once in a
roccor’s life event!!
I double gulped.
The tunnel stopped. The far end perfectly framed
the Water Pony’s face. The dark river forming the
Pony’s mouth curled down, into a frown. No, wait…
the Wonder was upside-down. So that had to be a
Pony of Knowledge smile!
Delicate rivers of oil looped around the Pony’s
clear-water eyes. Suddenly, one pair of black eyelids
swirled towards the centre to kiss briefly, before
flowing back, once more allowing rainbows through.
The effect was like… whoa. Like the cheeky Great
Wonder of Uponia just winked.
At me.
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The air shook with an ancient, haunting cluck of
approval. Every hair on my neck sprang to attention.
Through the falling fog, a voice droned.
‘Ahem.’
A familiar voice. Old. Sort of… sarcastic.
‘So sorry to disturb your slumber, Master Erasmus.’
I groaned. The voice belonged to my science
teacher! Smarty Mr Snodders!!
He blathered, ‘What is it about measuring the
boiling point of cordial that could possibly make you
fall asleep and wake with watery eyes?’
I ignored the sniggers and the dumb Bunsen and
dumber teacher. For I had plans to plot. One day,
maybe even next school holidays, I will zapp again!
This might sound like the end. But I assure you,
it’s not!
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For Teachers
Teacher Resources
At the Barrel Books website there is a terrific Teachers
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DC Green book – all written by experienced teachers and
free to download. The three ZAPP book resources are
written by children’s author and teacher, Matt Porter.
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reluctant of readers.
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Erasmus James,

King of

Kid’s Paradise

Bonus Sneak Chapter

H

Erasmus James has
become the most
famous boy on Earth.
He zapps to a tropical
world and discovers:
* Adults are banned!
* There are no rules!
Or bed-times!!
* All the other kids
want Raz to be their
king!!!
* He can do ANYTHING he wants!!!!
Raz thinks he’s found
the best planet in the
universe. At least he
does, until he learns
the dark secret that
lurks beneath Kid’s
Paradise…
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Sneak Preview

Chapter 2

Royal Flush

S

NAPPACK!
I dropped to the toilet tiles and slid through
slime.
I’d been hit!
I rolled. Too slow. Six boots surrounded me,
sprouting hairy tree trunks. A kick took out my arms.
My head flew back.
DRONK!
‘I bumped someone famous,’ a voice rumbled.
‘Does that make me famous too?’
I glanced up… at Bully Edwards! And his equally
thick-brained mates, Beefy and Basher!! Their faces
were so ugly, they didn’t need Halloween masks!
Mustn’t say that out loud…
Narrowed eyes proclaimed me deader than the
deadest of dead meats; deader than a shrunken head
at a beach volleyball tournament.
Erasmus James, King of Kid’s Paradise
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But why?
Bully spat and missed. ‘Didja see funny boy on
Eva Live last night? Thought he was King Muck!’
I backed against a cubicle wall, sucking air. Before
I became the world’s first zapponaut, I was a faceless
nobody to these thugs. Too puny to bash. Beneath
their criminal dignity. Now, it seemed, my fame had
attracted a better class of bully. The cream of the
scum.
‘You embarrass Bayfield.’ Bully spat and didn’t
miss. ‘Freak.’
I wiped his sludgy phlegm. He hacked again. Face
burning, I looked away.
‘I’m a fair man,’ said Bully. ‘You get one free punch.
Knock me down, we let you go. Fail…’ The gang
leader from Hell pointed at the urinal and smirked.
I gulped. Bully was so gigantic, I’d need a ladder
to punch him in the head. And a sledgehammer to
dent his concrete skull.
‘What a chicken!’ Basher snorted.
Oh yeah? I jumped up, leaned back and delivered a
blow powerful enough to knock Bully on his bum.
Or at least it would have, if I didn’t miss, spin myself
in a circle, and fall back down (which I did).
Ow. Knee, throbbing.
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‘Now that’s funny!’ Beefy and Basher hauled me
up by my arms.
‘My turn.’ The Incredible Bulk punched me in the
stomach. His knuckles drove north into my lungs,
mashing several internal organs on the way.
Eyes watering, I gasped for air. Can’t… speak. Can
barely… hold in… my peekaboo poo. My knees sagged.
Only the thugs kept me vertical.
Bully removed his bull-buckled belt and wrapped
it around me, pinning my arms against my sides. ‘Let’s
give King Muck the Royal Flush he deserves!’
His hench-boys swung me upside-down and
dipped my head into the pee-trough. Fumes stung
my nose. Still-warm wee crept through my hair. I
closed one eye. My forehead donked blue anti-germ
balls. My face squished along the slimy metal, flicking
ear to ear.
I was a human mop.
Part of me admired the professionalism of these
thugs. They didn’t miss one stinky yellow droplet.
Another part wanted to hurl them into the sun.
My nose klonked. If becoming a human dunking
biscuit was the price of fame, Tom Cruiser could have
it.
No! Don’t pull that chain!
Erasmus James, King of Kid’s Paradise
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CHHHHH!
Flush water cascaded into my upside-down nose.
‘Blurble glub!’
Blue liquid splashed into my eyeballs, dissolving
eye-germs, lashes and possibly my retinas.
‘Ooh, Earth is FAR from perfect.’ Bully mocked…
my interview? ‘Ooh. My GREAT plan is to rack off
to some freak planet where I can feel at home. And
maybe never come back! Ooh ooh ooh!’
His hench-bullies snickered and dropped me on
the tiles. I crumpled. Bully yanked his belt free,
spinning me into the wall. The urinal sparkled.
‘Here’s a farewell message from Earth,’ Bully
sneered. ‘Hurry up and go, freak! If you even can! If
your stupid zappo worlds even exist!’
I ran, turning only at the next building. Bully’s gang
skulked outside their toilet block like mini-trolls
guarding a bridge. I shouted, ‘The only way you’ll ever
get on TV is when police run your mug-shots on
Australia’s Least Wanted! Nah na na na na-nah!’
‘Yeah?’ Bully’s fists balled. ‘By then, you’ll be deader
than… something really dead!’
I ran again, towards another toilet, where I could
release my poo (at last) and rinse my sorry, stinky
head in peace.
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Creepy, Sneaky Preview of the 2nd Raz Book

Yeeh! I reeled from the toilet mirror. My face was a
stranger’s, twisted with fear, hate, rage, shame and…
urine.
Dumb, weak body! Stupid fame! Nothing is different!
Don’t sob! Don’t…
Damn. I massaged my cheeks, and shook for I don’t
know how long.

Kid’s Paradise Reviews
‘A rip-snorter of an adventure – an empty-yourpockets, hold-on-to-your-seat roller-coaster journey.’
– Claire Saxby, Aussiereviews.com.
‘This book is so cool! Way funnier than any other book
I have read.’ – Lewis, 11.
‘Far out, funny and fabulous! This book has the power
to make anyone want to read!’ – CoastKids Magazine.
‘Green’s jokes, puns, and witty observations spit out
like machine gun-fire… his startling mind gymnastics
spring surprises on nearly every page. Wacky fun.’
– Bill Condon, Books Buzz.
‘DC Green is a master story-teller. Now scrub my pootray!’ – Boofhead, DC Green’s guard cat.

‘BONUS: Map of Uponia!’
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Erasmus James
& the Grat Siege

T

he Golden Castle is surrounded by an army of
giant rats. Grats! Their leader, Queen Dice,
wears a crop top, fries brains for breakfast, and
wants to conquer pretty much everything.
Her one obstacle: a single Earth boy.
In the third and final ZAPP book, Erasmus must
lead a bickering alliance of mutant chooks, ninja
horses and grommet refugees. They are outnumbered, starving and stinky.
And when the castle falls, so shall the universe!
‘Full of page turning terror, amazing creatures and
amusing one-liners.’ – Sally Hall, Needtoreadthis.com
‘It’s funny, sad, scary and The BEST Erasmus novel!
I’ll read it 100 times!’ – Jack, 12 years old.
‘Hilarious and action packed… an unforgettable book of
beasts, battles and bizarre bodily functions.’
– Dee White, Kids’ Book Capers.
‘It’s funny, exciting and written by a genius!’ – DC Green.
Available at barrelbooks.com & all good bookstores.
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Meet the Author

ince his first article was published at age 17, DC
Green has had over 2,000 stories published in 40plus countries, roamed the world with the superstars of
surfing, won a few awards and almost died of malaria.
Yet DC reckons writing for the young and young-atbrain beats all that (especially the ‘dying of malaria’ bit).
Erasmus James & the Galactic Zapp Machine was first
published in 2005 to critical acclaim (from DC’s guard
cats). The three-book ZAPP series has become a
publishing smash (in DC’s home town).
DC spends ten weeks of each year touring schools.
His popular shows feature killer writing tips, ripping
yarns and the world’s worst rap.
For the latest DC book news,
or some cheap laughs,
surf by DC’sweb-site:
dcgreenyarns.
blogspot.
com
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